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Abstract

Query-by-Humming (QBH) is the problem of identifying songs that approximately contain a

sequence of notes hummed, sung or whistled by a user. Its central challenges are: assembling

a comprehensive, well-organized music collection appropriate to the task, transcribing the

voice query into a sequence of note pitches and durations, and searching for that sequence

in the music collection while allowing for user input errors, transcription errors, ornaments

and variations.

We introduce an algorithm that helps one organize a large MIDI file collection, a pitch

tracking algorithm which focuses on accurately pinpointing the harmonics in a voice signal,

and our adaptation of vantage object indexing, a melody matching technique due to Rainer

Typke.

Finally, we present the Musiseek search engine, an implementation of these algorithms.

We describe the collection of query data by human subjects and its impact on evaluation

and development. We conclude with directions for future research.
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Chapter 1

Problem Definition

"Imagine you are listening to a musical theme and [you faU] in love with it. You want to

hear it again. Or perhaps you want to buy the record of that tune that your beloved loves

to hear. But you don't know the title or the composer of this particular piece. You start

asking your friends, humming the melody. To your disappointment nobody can help you.

So you are stuck. Years go by and you still once in a while think about that mysterious

tune you can never figure out what it is ...

Well... you are not alone. This problem is a very old one, which has haunted us for

generations." -Niclas Fogwall [3]

1.1 Query-by-Humming

Query-by-Humming (QBH) is the problem of asking a user to sing a few notes of a song

in order to automatically identify the song that contains (exactly or approximately) that

sequence of notes. The basic idea of QBH is simple and natural and was conceived in

dependently by different people. Indeed, the first known work on the problem of finding

songs by melodic theme was done long before the technology was available to solve it on a

computer[3].

Three central problems make QBH difficult:

• Assembling a comprehensive, high-quality, well-organized collection of music appro

priate to the task.

• Accurately recognizing music that is hummed, sung or whistled, that is, transcribing

1



CHAPTER 1. PROBLEM DEFINITION 2

it into a sequence of note pitches and durations.

• Searching for the transcribed notes in the music collection while allowing for mistakes

the user might have made, mistakes in the transcription process, ornaments/variations

in the performance, etc.

To provide some perspective on the challenge, we describe two early attempts to solve

the more basic problem of creating an index for melodies.

1.1.1 Early History

The system of musical notation developed over a thousand years ago was designed to solve

the problem of transcribing music to paper as accurately and completely as possible, not the

problem of identifying music[3]. Hence when one wishes to produce an index of melodies,

there arise certain difficulties that are inherent in the musical notation system, one of them

being the key one chooses to write the melody in.

Barlow and Morgenstern's "Dictionary of Musical Themes"

Addressing this difficulty, the first index of melodies, Barlow and Morgenstern's "Dictionary

of Musical Themes," first published in 1948 and updated in 1975 [4], used letters to represent

notes (for easy indexing and lookup) and was based on the keys of C major and C minor.

Each of the more than 10,000 themes indexed consisted of 6 to 10 notes. This index is now

available online in the form of a search engine on a collection of 8200 1 MIDI files containing

individual themes [5] (MIDI is a standard for digitally encoding musical performances - see

Appendix A for a detailed introduction to MIDI).

Parsons' "Directory of tunes and musical themes"

In 1975, Denys Parsons introduced a novel indexing scheme [6] that was used to avoid the

difficulties of the former work. The reader would not need to know anything about musical

notation. Instead, all one needed to do was to remember, after the starting note, whether

each subsequent note was higher in pitch (up), lower (down), or the same (repeat) as the

previous one. Each melody is indexed by up to 16 letters (each D, D or R). About 10,000

IThroughout this text, large numbers (including file sizes) are rounded to two significant figures (unless
made clear by the context), and kB, MB and GB are used in their strict meaning (powers of two rather than
powers of 10).
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themes are listed, including popular tunes and national anthems. The U, D, R notation, a

description of the melodic contour, is now commonly referred to as "Parsons code." One

music search engine that allows queries to be entered in Parsons code is Melodyhound [7].

This simple query code allows the vast majority of themes in the book to be disambiguated

using 16 notes (15 pitch differences) or fewer. In other cases it allows one to narrow down

the search to a small set of themes to choose from. This is hardly surprising since 315 ~ 14

million possible themes, compared to the roughly 10,000 themes Parsons indexed. The

problem with this system, of course, is that it is not always clear which note a theme should

begin on when the sought theme is found in the middle of a song. Most of the time this is

not a problem since there is an intuitive starting point for most themes. Another problem is

grace notes and other ornaments - it is common for musicians to interpret a composition by

adding them. This is not a problem for indexing, since what is being indexed is the original

composition. However sometimes composers themselves would incorporate such ornaments

as full notes in the sheet music, and a listener would likely have trouble reproducing them

exactly. For this reason Parsons often had to create two entries for a theme, one for the

original and one with ornaments omitted.

1.1.2 Why the time is right for a solution to this problem

The question remains: if the problem has been around for so long, why has it not yet been

solved satisfactorily? In our answer, we shall argue that the right time for a solution is

quickly approaching.

We shall use 1998 as a reference year, because that was the year the present project was

started and interest in the problem was sprouting in various places, although conditions

were not yet right since sufficiently advanced technology was not yet widely accessible and

techniques had not been in development long enough.

Active research community

In 1998, there was no united QBH community to speak of. Starting in about 2000, a Music

Information Retrieval (MIR) community burgeoned with a wide variety of interests, QBH

being one of them. Many academic QBH search engines have appeared since then, such

as [7], and there has been an increasing volume of research on each of the three central

challenges of QBH. See section 2.1 for more details on the MIR research community and its
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work.

Mature hardware and software infrastructure

4

When the present project was started, it was intended either as a CD-ROM product or as a

download for Windows. It was not reasonable to think of publishing it as a web site, since

the rich cross-platform multimedia client technologies for web browsers (Java, Flash) needed

for query input were immature at the time. Thus the user would have to run the search

engine on his/her own computer, and therefore would need to have the music data locally

as well. This would make for a large download, or if published on CD-ROM, would require

shipping and perhaps a middleman. It would also initially have to target one operating

system, as tools for cross-platform application development were also immature. Product

updates would be required over the Internet to ensure the program and the music collection

were always up to date. Furthermore the average personal computer had a 133 megahertz

Pentium processor - not much power to draw from to search a large music collection with a

sophisticated algorithm.

Today Java is a well-developed client technology that runs relatively efficiently on web

browsers on different platforms. It can be used not only to gather input data from the user,

but to do useful processing of that data as well, such as transforming a sung melody into

notes. Obtaining access to a powerful enough server is not as difficult anymore. Network

bandwidth has improved to the point that downloading a 150-kilobyte Java applet takes

virtually no time, and neither does sending queries, retrieving search results, and loading

MIDI songs to play. Both the hardware and software infrastructure of today are ready for

the sophisticated retrieval algorithms and user interfaces we can provide.

Increasing availability of data

In 1998 it was difficult to find an FTP (File Transfer Protocol) server or web site with more

than a few thousand freely available songs in MIDI format. In fact for many years to come,

assembling a large MIDI collection was a difficult and lengthy task. Now, MIDI collections

containing as many as 90,000 songs can be found on peer-to-peer networks, and hundreds

of thousands of MIDI files can be gathered from the World Wide Web.
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Increasingly wired and computer-literate public

5

In 1998 rich web interfaces written in languages such as Java or JavaScript were not

widespread to the point that we could expect the average Internet user to be familiar with

them. However with the advent of Google Maps, You'Iube and other such web services

sporting rich user interfaces, we know the web community has developed a sophistication in

terms of the user interfaces they are comfortable with.

1.1.3 The ultimate goal: a real-time comprehensive search engine

A QBH search engine should be able to retrieve songs based on melody and/or rhythm.

That is, a greater emphasis on melody should be allowed for users with good pitch, and

on rhythm for users with good timing. However, in addition to performing well in QBH, a

good content-based music retrieval engine should also possess the ability to use metadata

to disambiguate songs (e.g. the instruments used in the song, lyrics, the approximate year

of publication, and possibly even personal information regarding the user, such as listening

preferences and musical skill).

We proceed to justify the importance of being able to search each of melody, rhythm,

lyrics and other types of metadata.

Melody

Most everyone has had the experience at one point or other of having a mysterious melody

in their head, while being able to recall either seemingly none, or at best precious little

other information that could be used to identify the song. Seemingly none, that is, because

where there is melody there is also rhythm.

Rhythm

Attached to that mysterious melody is the accompanying rhythm. Often this can be enough

information by itself to identify a song (one search engine, SongTapper, uses only rhythm

information to find songs [8]). But what is also significant is that people tend to have very

good memory of rhythm [9], which may well surpass their memory of the melody in terms

of its faithfulness to the original. Thus a QBH search engine should allow for search by

rhythm to attain full disambiguation.
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Lyrics

6

Different people remember different things about a song. Some remember melodies with

great precision, others remember lyrics more easily. Some almost never remember any lyrics

from any song, save perhaps a phrase or a handful of scattered words. However even this

set of words can sometimes be helpful in finding a song. In any case, users should not be

penalized for having good memory of one type over another. Thus if melody and rhythm

are included, then, democratically speaking, lyrics should stand alongside them as well.

Other metadata

Although melody, rhythm and lyrics define much or possibly most of the experience of a

song, one might remember various other pieces of information which should not be neglected.

To name a few:

• The name of the song (some people may use the search engine even if they already

know the name or part of the name of the song - for example, to find out the name of

the composer, to find out who interprets it, or simply to hear the song).

• The composer or performing artist.

• The instruments used in performing it.

• The names of albums it appeared in.

• The approximate year of publication of those albums.

• Some notion of the song's popularity.

• Some idea of when the song was heard in the radio, or on which station.

1.2 Assumptions

In order for a QBH search engine to be possible, we must make the following crucial as

sumption. In Chapter 5 we consider whether this assumption holds for data gathered from

users in a study (described in Chapter 4) we performed.

• Users with basic musical training can understand the need to search for an "original

sounding" melody, i.e. that searching for melodies that are too common will not pro

vide useful narrowing of results.
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For a comprehensive music search engine which employs QBH, we posit the following

assumption for the system to have practical and commercial potential, although the data

we have gathered does not yet allow us to verify it.

• It is a common occurrence for a person to remember enough information about a song

to be able to identify it uniquely, both including the case where significant metadata is

recalled, and the case where significant melody and/or rhythm information but little

or no metadata are recalled.

1.3 Central challenges

As mentioned earlier, there are three central problems that make QBH a difficult task, each

one difficult in itself. We now explain each in detail.

1.3.1 Assembling a music collection appropriate to the task

There exist many paid and free music collections of varying focus, music representation or

format, and quality. They include, for example, online music stores such as the iTunes Store,

portals such as www.mp3.com. extensive MIDI collections, and public domain scanned sheet

music repositories. We explain the benefits and problems (with regard to our task) of each

in turn.

Audio vs, discrete events

Music collections can be neatly divided into two kinds: those that provide songs or snippets

of songs as digital audio, that is as waveform recordings, and those that provide them as

transcribed sequences of discrete events, i.e. notes (with pitch and duration) and rests. \Ve

begin by describing the former.

Digital audio collections

Collections providing digital audio can be divided into those providing full-length songs for

purchase or rental, and those providing free clips of songs (usually 30 seconds in length .
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Music stores (Napster, iTunes Store, etc.)

8

Music stores such as Napster and the iTunes Store comprise the most complete music

collections available online, in some cases upwards of six million tracks (in the case of the

iTunes Store), which is impressive considering that one of the most complete online catalogs

of metadata on music tracks, MusicBrainz[10], knows of the existence of 6.1 million tracks.

These stores provide, of course, text-based search engines of their own to browse their

massive collections. However they are not appropriate for QBH research, first because it

is very unlikely a QBH researcher could obtain access to a music store's complete song

collection without working for one, and most importantly because waveform audio does not

provide music data in a form suitable for QBH, since we require sequences of notes to be

analyzed for similarity to a user query. The problem of converting polyphonic music in

waveform audio into discrete events is far from solved (discussion of this topic is beyond the

scope of this text).

The alternate problem of taking a recording of a real song on the radio, and comparing

it to a digital audio music collection in order to identify it, has been solved satisfactorilyjl l],

but that is another problem entirely different from QBH both in spirit and in technical terms.

Audio clips (Amazon, last.fm, mp3.com)

Finally it is worth mentioning that many web sites such as Amazon. com, last. fm and

mp3. com do provide free clips of songs by the millions. Of course as we have mentioned

they would not be useful for QBH searching, but they would be a useful complement when

search results are provided, i.e, once a song is found, a 30-second recording of the original

played back to the user would be an effective way to immediately determine if the desired

song was found. Also it is worth noting that the web sites that provide these clips also

provide extensive useful metadata on songs (such as popularity/user listening information),

often of a very different kind than that provided by a traditional metadata database such

as MusicBrainz.

Music defined by discrete events

Having ruled out digital audio as a viable source of music data, we turn instead to tran

scribed sequences of notes, which can come in the form of written music or performed music
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(although this classification is not strict, since the music we shall term as "performed" can

have been manually written down). We begin with the former.

Written music

Written music, especially in the form of the vast collections of sheet music housed in li

braries, comes with difficulties of its own. The problem is that most publicly available sheet

music is on paper and needs to be scanned. Furthermore it is often copyrighted, preventing

an organization such as Google from scanning all the sheet music in a library and posting it

online for public use. Furthermore, software to recognize sheet music and transcribe it into

sequences of events is already very impressive but still needs more work[12]. Despite these

limitations, there do exist free collections of sheet music, such as the Mutopia Project[13].

Of course, as expected, the focus of such a collection must be narrow - we cannot expect to

encounter such a collection covering a million songs anytime soon.

Musical incipit/theme collections

More promising than sheet music for our purposes are the large collections of musical

themes that have been assembled in the spirit of [4] and [6]. The advantage is that such

a collection can easily number in the hundreds of thousands of themes[14], whereas it is

difficult to assemble a MIDI collection (explained next) of that size. The disadvantage is

obvious: themes are short snippets that contain very little information compared to the

musical detail of a full composition, which sheet music captures, or performance, which

MIDI attempts to capture.

Performed music

The de facto standard for performed music transcribed as sequences of musical events

is the MIDI format. It is powerful for this purpose, since it was specifically designed to re

produce performances as accurately as possible. Thus MIDI is not a music notation format

and is not intended for producing sheet music - this is a crucial point which we will come

back to. See Appendix A for a detailed treatment of the MIDI standard, including a brief

history, references to collections of music files in MIDI format, and an overview of the MIDI
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file format. Many alternatives to MIDI exist. However, except for guitar tablatures, they

are generally not used to encode music that is known to the general public, i.e. they are

formats used by niche composers. See Appendix B for a description of alternatives to MIDI.

Conclusion

We have considered the difficulties of assembling a comprehensive, high quality, well

organized music collection targeted at the general public. The only computer music format

appropriate for this is the MIDI format and its derivatives, since all other formats (see

Appendix B) deal almost exclusively with original music the general public is neither familiar

with nor generally interested in. Adding to this the lack of a comprehensive digitized

sheet music collection, we are left with MIDI as the only feasible source of detailed music

data, and theme libraries as the sources of incomplete but still useful music data. MIDI

files themselves are very hard to obtain in the number we require to adequately cover the

spectrum of music known to the public (millions of songs). The largest collections we have

found number in the tens of thousands only, and are generally either poorly organized, not

easy to download/obtain, or expensive. Thus we must content ourselves with good but

incomplete collections for now.

MIDI is a very expressive file format (see section 4 in Appendix A) that is designed to

provide extensive details, musical and non-musical, about a piece. However actual MIDI files

vary greatly in the degree of detail provided. For example, many do not include key signature

information, copyrights, etc., and we are left to our own devices to find this information.

We conclude that a carefully crafted MIDI file with all the relevant data included provides

more than enough information for our retrieval and playback purposes, and we note that

most MIDI files we encountered, although lacking in metadata, did make good use of the

musical expressiveness offered by the MIDI format, as far as is required for our task.

Need for a name-matching algorithm

The standard MIDI file format has no explicit fields allocated for the title, composer, per

forming artist or the sequencer (the person responsible for the creation of the MIDI file).

Instead these are often provided in the filenames. In the best case, the composer, title and

sequencer are provided, as in Glass, Philip/Candyman 2 (provided by Matt Smith).mid This is

rare, however. Typically MIDI filenames look like the following:
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• Abba/does.your.rnother_know.mid

• Celine Dion/I Dont Know.mid

• OUTRAS/Q/Queen - I Want To Break Free L.mid

• Pop_and_Top40/beatles/elnrrgby.mid

• ringtones/647.mid

• Television/miamivic.mid

• Video_Games/x_wing/mainmenu.mid

11

To have a properly organized MIDI collection that can accurately be searched by artist

and title name, it is necessary to match these filenames to the corresponding real artist and

title names from a reliable source, such as the MusicBrainz database. To do this manually

for tens of thousands of MIDI files would be nerve-wracking and would not allow for easy

expansion of the MIDI collection. However, automating the process is not trivial since:

• Many MIDI files were created/uploaded when the MS-DOS 8.3 filename standard was

still popular.

• The organization style and naming conventions vary widely from one Internet MIDI

collection to another, and not all are in English.

• Accents are often missing from non-English names of artists (e.g. Celine Dion).

• If any artist information is provided at all, usually no distinction is made between the

composer or the performing artist.

• In rare cases, neither artist nor title information is provided in the song filename,

although if we are lucky some of this information might be found in the MIDI file's

textual metadata, such as the copyright field.

1.3.2 Transcribing singing into notes

Issues when people sing/whistle/hum

Converting humming, singing, whistling or instrument playing into notes is challenging

because, if people are allowed to record the melody whichever way they wish, with no re

strictions asked of them, some of the common problems (all of which are handled effortlessly

by a human listener) with their recordings are:
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• Excessive background noise.

• Off-key melodies.

• Whistling over the microphone, causing the wind noise to overshadow the whistling.

• Singing with lyrics instead of pure notes.

• Singing with changing sounds ("Ta-ra-ta-ta Da-ra-la-la"}.

• Very quick singing.

• Low recording volume.

• Accidents (microphone is tapped halfway through the performance).

• Lack of clear divisions between notes (humming continuously between notes, and

worse, changing the pitch gradually from one note to another).

• Polyphonic recordings (such as playing chords on a piano or guitar).

• Alternating between singing and humming, singing and whistling, etc.

• Notes sung/played at greatly varying volumes.

• Random recordings that have no melody at all (including prank recordings).

Many of these problems were heard in recordings from http://www.namemytune.com. a

web site which allows people to listen to each other's recordings and manually identify them

(i.e. human-based QBH).

1.3.3 Matching sung melody to collection

First we define some terms. We define a tune to comprise the melody and rhythm for a

sequence of notes, i.e. a tune is a pair of sequences of equal length, one sequence denoting

the pitch of each note, and the other the duration of each note. The user-provided tune

is called the query tune and a given tune in the music collection is called the target tune.

The process of looking for a target tune that is most similar to a given query tune is called

searching or matching - approximate or exact matching, in the cases that errors are or are

not accounted for, respectively.

The centerpiece of a QBH system is the melody matching algorithm. It is difficult

because it needs to account for errors and variations in:

• The transcription process from the audio recording to a sequence of notes:

- Missing notes (notes present in the recording but not detected by the transcrip

tion algorithm).
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- False positives (noise in the recording falsely identified as notes).

- Notes off by a semitone (incorrectly determined pitch).

(In some cases note transcription can result in notes being off by an entire octave,

since a higher harmonic of a note might have been detected instead of the fun

damental - however, the transcription algorithm must strive to eliminate these,

and we do not consider it the responsibility of the melody matching algorithm to

deal with these errors.)

• The sung notes themselves:

Off-key singing.

Off-beat singing.

Ornaments and variations on the theme.

- Incorrectly remembered melody/rhythm.

The music collection itself:

- Ornaments and variations on themes.

- Rhythm information of varying resolution (some MIDI files have timing precise

enough to produce sheet music from and others do not since they could have

been input by a keyboard player, who would not have perfect timing).

In computing terms, we must be able to express these kinds of errors or differences in

a fairly precise manner. The algorithms we have encountered use a subset of the following

operations [15] to account for the error types described above. We say that the query tune

possesses these errors with respect to the target tune:

• Insertions (an extraneous note is inserted - by accident, for ornamentation, etc.).

• Deletions (a note is missing).

• Transposition (the entire query is sung higher or lower than the target melody).

• Modulation (the singer changes transposition at some point in the query, making

subsequent query notes higher or lower than the target notes).

• Tempo (the relative durations of query notes may be the same as in the target, but

their absolute durations different).

• Tempo change (the singer may change tempo partway through the query - similar to

modulation).
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• Non-cumulative local error (a single note might be sung off-pitch or might be too long

or too short). This differs from transposition and tempo change in that only a single

note is affected.

• Cumulative local error (a local error that affects subsequent notes, e.g. a note that is

too long causing the following note to be too short in the singer's attempt to resume

the correct rhythm).

This is a very rich set of operations and the only algorithm we have encountered (which

we describe in section 2.4.4) that accounts for all of them [15] uses Hidden Markov Models

[16] to generate predictions of what errors will be made based on error probability distri

butions. Although instructive, it is a very time-consuming approach and very difficult to

incorporate into a production system.

There are two basic ways to go about searching for a tune in a collection of songs. Ei

ther we compare the query tune to every possible target tune in the songs (that is, the tune

starting at every note in every song, essentially making the number of tunes approximately

equal to the number of notes, and greater than this if we allow for variations and transfor

mations of tunes), or we prepare an index of all these tunes and use that index to quickly

locate the melody we are seeking. This is the approach followed by [4] and [6] which were

discussed earlier, where [4] is an exact index (the exact pitch differences between notes must

be known) and [6] is an approximate index (it suffices to know whether a note is higher,

lower or the same pitch as the previous note). It is also possible to have a hybrid approach

which uses both indexing and comparison.

Having examined the challenges involved in developing a solution to QBH, we proceed

in Chapter 2 to introduce the research community and describe some of the approaches

researchers in the community have used to tackle them. In Chapter 3, in conjunction with

Appendix C, we describe our solutions to the three challenges in great detail. Chapter

4 describes experiments set up to evaluate the solutions introduced in Chapter 3, and the

results of these experiments. We conclude in Chapter 5 with a summary of our contributions

and avenues for future research.



Chapter 2

Prior work

We begin this chapter with an introduction to the research community involved not only

in tackling the problem of Query-by-Humming but the wider area of Music Information

Retrieval (MIR). We introduce some published ideas on the requirements of a good MIR

system. We then proceed to describe in some detail existing algorithms for name matching

and melody comparison which we have built upon or which have inspired our work.

2.1 Research community

Query-by-Humming is only one among many problems tackled by the MIR community,

which is interested in many broad and diverse topics such as music recommendation and

music similarity. Within this community, QBH is both a niche interest, in that it is actively

pursued by a relatively small proportion of its members, and a central one, in that a complete

solution to QBH would undoubtedly make use of a wide array of knowledge developed by

this community.

There are a few central hubs where much of the activity of the community can be traced:

• The principal conference for the community is the annual International Conference

on Music Information Retrieval (ISMIR) [17]. ISMIR was originally an acronym for

International Symposium on Music Information Retrieval, its name before it grew to

a full conference. MIR experts gather from around the world to discuss such topics as

musical genre classification, recommendation, instrument recognition, audio to score

alignment, and of course Query-by-Humming. ISMIR began in 2000, and the 2007

15
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conference had over 200 attendees.

• The Music Information Retrieval Evaluation eXchange (MIREX) [18], which started

in 2005, is an annual competition with an accompanying panel and poster session held

at the annual ISMIR conference. Its primary goals are to develop evaluation metrics

for certain central MIR tasks and to provide a forum for researchers to submit their

algorithms for each of the tasks so they can be compared to one another using these

evaluation metrics. The discussion at the panel session held at ISMIR 2007 addressed

mainly the issue of what additions and improvements could be made for next year's

competition. A few of the MIREX tasks are: audio artist identification, audio music

mood classification and symbolic melodic similarity (which we call melody comparison

and which is the topic of sections 2.4 and 3.2.3).

• The Music-IR web site [19] is a good starting point for a bibliographic search on MIR,

especially when an even broader scope is needed than that provided by the ISMIR

conference and related web sites.

• Perhaps most importantly, the Music-IR mailing list [20] is the manner in which major

events such as ISMIR and other conferences are announced, as well as where much

relevant discussion takes place. Many prominent members of the MIR community

actively contribute and/or reply to postings on this mailing list.

2.2 General requirements

Aside from introducing an interesting melody comparison algorithm, Lemstrom [21] pro

vides useful perspective on the problem of developing a MIR system (which parallels our

requirements discussion from section 1.3).

There are two basic ways to develop algorithms for MIR. One can start from music

analytic ideas, and find the pattern matching algorithms that implement them (top-down

approach), or one can start from existing pattern matching techniques and try to modify

them to fit the needs of MIR (bottom-up approach). The bottom-up approach is essentially

followed in the algorithms developed in [21]. This corresponds to the approach adopted

by other researchers (e.g. [22], explained in section 2.4.2), but Lemstrom provides greater

background, depth and formalism to the approach. Note that [21] was written at a time

when viable alternatives to edit distance approaches (see section 2.4.2) had not yet been

devised.
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An important point is that a MIR algorithm is intended to fulfill somewhat contradictory

requirements: it must be very fast, use relatively little memory, be able to index a huge music

database, and satisfy musical requirements such as transposition invariance and context

sensitivity. Top-down designers do not give enough attention to performance (e.g. [15]), and

bottom-up designers to musical depth (e.g. [1], [22]).

A rather complete list of requirements for a MIR system is given in [21], quoting [23],

according to which a MIR system must:

1. Capture representative and memorable features of music, and must allow content

based query.

2. Make use of easily available digital representation.

3. Be easy to use, and hide the depth of the musical scores and performances from the

user.

4. Support approximate searching.

5. Rank retrieved documents in decreasing order of similarity.

Some of the answers given to these points [21] are as follows:

1. Pitch and rhythm are the most prominent features for content-based query. If only

one is to be used, pitch must be chosen, because it is more discriminative in Western

music (the way pitch and note durations are discretized in Western music, there are

more possibilities in a sequence of n pitches than in a sequence of n durations - in fact,

in the United States the copyright of music lies in melody). Also it is not uncommon

for rhythm to be changed when a melody is changed from one genre to another.

2. MIDI is an appropriate and easily available format, although Lernstrom invents his

own format which is better suited to follow a musical score (this is common practice

among different authors who are unsatisfied with the limitations of MIDI - see [1], for

example).

5. Ranking is trivial when a single distance value between melodies is given. This is

true for the framework given in [21], but if we were to augment the system with note

durations and other features, it would not be trivial to produce a single distance value

for each match, and simple linear combinations would not be appropriate. A new,

possibly multidimensional, ranking system would need to be devised, and a new user

interface to visualize it.
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Lemstrom also mentions the additional requirement of interactivity (responsiveness):

that a user should get a response to a query in acceptable time (he mentions one second as

an example).

2.3 Name matching

The problem of artist and title identification from filenames is dealt with in [24]. Only

filenames are handled, while it is recognized that other sources of information, such as

metadata from music files, can be used to complement filenames, but are beyond the scope

of the article. For simplicity it focuses on popular music, since that generally avoids the

complication in classical music of the composer and performer being different (naturally

popular pieces also have simpler titles, so this was probably another reason for their choice).

It states that, because the problem and domain of the problem are narrow, "it is possible

to derive heuristics to implement an efficient parsing system without a learning component,

at least as a first approximation." The filenames commonly given to MP3 files are studied,

rather than MIDI filenames (the problem we face in our work is harder, since we often

have to deal with 8.3 filenames while they are dealing exclusively with long filenames - see

sections 1.3.1 and 3.2.1 - otherwise, the long filenames of MP3 files closely resemble those

of MIDI files in terms of how users choose to phrase them). The following assumptions are

made:

• Music files are organized in different levels (e.g. albums/tracks on CDDB, or the direc

tory structure on a PC). Thus filenames are organized into clusters (e.g. directories),

possibly recursively.

• There is no universally valid syntax (i.e. pattern, in the string pattern-matching sense)

as to how filenames should express the artist and/or title name. There is no constraint

on their naming other than human readability. However filenames are not totally ran

dom, and they contain regularities, particularly at the cluster level. Syntax regularities

can be found at the:

Filename level: a small number of delimiters are used to separate artist names

from track names (e.g. '-'), and some syntaxes (patterns) are more likely ("artist

- title", "title-artist", "constant term - artist - title"). (Note: MIDI filenames do

not always have delimiters, e.g. beatlesheyjude.mid)
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- Word level: a limited number of syntactic forms for an artist name are used

(e.g. "The Beatles", "Beatles, The," "Beatles").

Cluster level: generally a given cluster will make use of one syntax or a small

number of syntaxes.

Three hypotheses (heuristics, in fact) are postulated to aid in the development of a name

matching algorithm:

• Delimiter Hypothesis: there exist delimiter characters which are used most of the time

as separators between fields, rather than as part of artist or title names (common

delimiters are - / ( ) [ ] { } ; .), and delimiters are used consistently within a cluster.

• Word Morphology Hypothesis: artist names are on average shorter than title names.

• Constant Term Hypothesis: clusters may contain constant terms across all filenames

in them (e.g. Various Artists might appear in each filename of a directory). Constant

terms are often not part of the artist/title name.

• Local Syntactic Consistency Hypothesis: a cluster follows either one syntax or a small

number of syntaxes.

With these assumptions and heuristics (confirmed by statistical analyses of large col

lections of filenames), the authors built their FileNameInterpreter (FNI) system. The four

steps that the FNI uses are:

1. Group filenames into sub-clusters having the same syntax.

2. Segment the filenames in each sub-cluster into fields according to the delimiters. In the

case of a directory structure, sub-clusters do not indicate subdirectories, but rather

subsets of a directory.

Each sub-cluster is now an array, with each row representing a file, and each column a field

in the filename. It remains to be identified what these fields represent.

3. In each sub-cluster, for each field in each filename, remove blanks, spaces and non

standard characters to produce a canonical version of the string.

4. Apply the following heuristics:

(a) If a sub-cluster contains only one field, assume the field denotes the title of the

song and the artist information is in the super-cluster (e.g. parent directory).
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(b) If a sub-cluster contains two or more fields, assume the title name and artist

name are among them. Which is which is determined by the following heuristics,

in order:

i. Constant Terms Heuristic: if a field contains a constant term for all filenames

in a sub-cluster, the constant term is assumed to be the artist name, provided

there are two fields per filename. If there are more than two fields per

filename, we search for common or well-known constant terms and discard

fields containing them, considering the remaining fields to represent the title

and artist.

ii. Artist Names Heuristics: To determine if a field represents an artist name,

count the number of commas (e.g. McCartney, Paul) and consider the field

with the most commas to be the artist field. If this fails, compare the field

against a list of known artists. If this fails, count the number of words in

each field, and consider the field (across all filenames in the sub-cluster) with

the fewest number of words to be the artist name.

iii. Title Name Heuristic: If there still remains more than one choice for the field

containing the title, look for the field with the greatest number of words and

consider it the title.

According to the authors' experiments, 95% of filenames (randomly verified out of a set

of analyzed filenames) were correctly analyzed. The chief strength of this approach is that

it allows for extraction of fields from filenames without knowing their syntax a priori.

This approach is very similar in spirit but very different in the details from our name

matching approach (section 3.2.1).

2.4 Melody comparison

2.4.1 Exact matching

The simplest approach to search for a melody in a collection of MIDI files is to assume there

are no mistakes to be accounted for in the singing, transcription, or music collection. Nobody

follows this approach in practice because it is very rare for no mistakes to be introduced at

any stage, but we explain it briefly to define a baseline for melody comparison. We use the

differences between the pitches of two consecutive notes instead of the notes themselves, to
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make searching transposition-invariant.

Let n be the number of pitch differences in the query and N be the total number of

pitch differences across all MIDI files in the collection. We assume N »n. Then, without

the creation and use of an index, the comparison process takes O(Nn) time, since we must

compare the query melody to the melody of length n starting at every position in the

collection. This is the worst-case time, where every pitch difference in the query must be

compared to every pitch difference in every melody. This would only happen if every melody

were a positive match to the query (e.g. a music collection and a query composed entirely of

zeroes). Otherwise, in a real-world music collection, the vast majority of the time the first

or the second pitch difference from the query will differ from the first or second of the target

melody, after which it is pointless to continue comparing differences for that queryjtarget

melody pair. Hence we have an expected running time of O(N). For an idea of how much

time this represents in practice, on a 3.2 GHz Pentium 4 machine with 1 GB of RAM, this

takes approximately 0.7 seconds on a collection with 200 million pitch differences (extracted

from 130,000 MIDI files) and a commonly sized query (7-10 pitch differences).

This is a very primitive approach. A standard tree indexing scheme would greatly reduce

the time required for an exact search.

2.4.2 Dynamic Programming approach

If we limit the error types accounted for to note insertions, deletions and substitutions

(substitutions accounting for any single-note error: a wrong pitch or wrong duration), then

it is relatively straightforward to derive an algorithm based on dynamic programming [22],

which measures the distance between two sequences as an edit distance, i.e. as the shortest

sequence of operations required to transform one sequence into another. Edit distance was

originally invented to measure the distances between strings of characters. It is based on

the notion of cost - each operation necessary to transform one sequence to another incurs a

certain cost. What we measure in the end is the total cost required for the transformation.

Let w(ai' 0) be the cost of inserting note ai from the query into the target. Let w(0, bj )

be the cost of deleting note bj from the target. Let w(ai, bj ) be the cost of substituting note

ti; in the query with note bj from the target. Using these costs or weights, we can generate

a cost matrix using the following recurrence equations:

doo = 0

diD = di-l,O + w(ai' 0), i :? 1
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dOj = dO,j-l + w(0, bj), j 2 1

dij =min{di-1,j + w(ai, 0),di,j-l + w(0, bj), di-l,j-l + w(ai, bj)}
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Assuming a query tune of length n and a target tune of length m, entry dn m in the

matrix will contain the minimum edit distance between the tunes based on these weights.

Note that in this case we are comparing notes, not differences. This implies that we must

enforce that the query and target start at the same pitch.

The weights themselves are hard to define in a theoretically justifiable manner - usually,

an intuitive and practical scheme is settled on. For example, [22] simply sets insertions

and deletions to be worth 4, and substitutions to be the absolute value of the difference in

semitones between the query and target notes plus half the absolute value of the difference

in duration between the notes, measured in sixteenths of a note. In our opinion this is

artificial since the natural way to measure differences in duration is through multiplication,

not addition (in fact pitches are also multiplicative: when we add an octave, we are doubling

the pitch, since pitch is on a logarithmic scale).

Clearly the running time to generate this matrix is O(mn). For N possible target tunes

of length m, we have a total running time of O(Nmn), which is prohibitive, hence this

technique cannot be used by itself efficiently, but in conjunction with an indexing technique.

2.4.3 Finite State Machine approach

A more sophisticated approach is to create a Finite State Machine (FSM) for the query and

for each song in the database describing which note pitches and durations are likely to follow

another [1]. For example, suppose a short song gives the FSMs depicted in Figure 2.1. The

FSMs indicate for example that, in this song, 40% of the time a D is followed by a C, and

a half note is followed by a quarter note 100% of the time. Interestingly, a whole note is

never followed by anything, which indicates it had to be the final note in the piece. The

FSMs allow us to easily rule out certain queries. For example, this song would not match

the hypothetical query EBACCD, since a C is never followed by another C in the song. For

queries that do not produce a probability of 0 in an FSM, we can obtain the probability of

the query by simply multiplying the probabilities of the pitch transitions, together with that

of the duration transitions. We can then produce a ranking from the resulting probability

for each song. A matching technique which examines individual notes, such as the dynamic

programming approach, could then be used to locate the melody within the song, and indeed
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Figure 2.1: Transition probability matrices and Finite State Machines for absolute pitch
and absolute rhythm. (Figure 3 from [1])

ascertain whether the melody actually occurs in it, since false positives are likely to occur

due to fact the FSM considers only bigrams (a bigram is a pair of consecutive elements in

a list, e.g. two consecutive words in a text, or in this case, two consecutive notes in a song).

If this can be done for one song at a time, it can also be done for sets of songs, i.e, by

combining the FSMs for many songs into one, in order to speed up the algorithm. Suppose

we have two pieces (songs) PI and P2 (consider only pitch for now). Let t(pdab be the entry

in the transition probability matrix for piece PI corresponding to a transition from pitch

a to pitch b. The transition matrix produced by combining two pieces is the equivalent

of obtaining the transition matrix of the concatenation of the two pieces and ignoring the

transition at the boundary between the two pieces. Let IPII denote the length of piece PI,
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i.e. the number of notes in it. Let PIP2 denote the piece produced by concatenating PI and

P2. Then:

t( ) - IPIlt(PI)ab + Ip2It(P2)ab
PIP2 ab - !PII + Ip21

That is, the probability for the a -----t b transition in the new matrix is the weighted

average of the probabilities of the transition in each of the concatenated pieces, where the

weights are the lengths of the concatenated pieces. With this new transition probability

matrix, we can compute the probability that a query matches one or both of a pair of

pieces. Continuing this reasoning, we can combine two or more such transition matrices

to try a match for more pieces, and so on. This builds up a tree of transition matrices,

where the root node contains a single transition matrix representing all pieces. Figure 2.2

illustrates this tree. The time to match a query to a piece therefore becomes proportional

to the height of this tree (or equivalently the logarithm of the number of items in the tree)

when the ratio of the number of nodes at successive layers of the tree is constant. At each

step of the retrieval process one needs to identify the subtree most likely to contain a match

for the query in one of its leaves (which are individual pieces). A first approximation to this

is to, at each step in the depthwise traversal of the tree, simply choose the child node that

matches the query with the highest probability according to its transition matrix. See [1]

for more details.

2.4.4 Hidden Markov Model approach

The approach described in [15] is the most sophisticated we have encountered for melody

comparison. First the query and target melodies are simplified by reducing pitches to pitch

classes (i.e. taking the pitch modulo 12, thus discarding the octave of the note) and taking

the logarithm of the note durations and quantizing them to a small number of possible

durations. Both these reductions are done in order to reduce the number of states of the

Hidden Markov Model (HMM) which will be generated to compute the probability that the

query matches the target melody (see [16] for an excellent introduction to HMMs).

The model deals with the following types of errors (which we first introduced in section

1.3.3). The errors are of the query melody with respect to the target melody:

Local errors
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Figure 2.2: Tree structured index of the database. (Figure 4 from [1])

• Non-cumulative local errors (i.e. affecting a single note or a neighborhood of notes in

the query):

Non-warping insertion or deletion of a note (an insertion or deletion which does

not change the duration of the melody, since it removes/adds duration from either

the previous or the subsequent note - these are referred to as elaborations and

joins respectively).

Pitch error (a single note is sung off pi tch).

Duration error (a single note is too long or too short) .

• Cumulative local errors (i.e. propagating to all notes subsequent to the error):

Warping insertion or deletion of a note (causes the entire melody to become

longer or shorter in duration, as it does not modify the durations of surrounding

notes) .

Modulation (one note is sung off pitch, and all subsequent notes are sung with

the correct pi tch relative to that note).

Tempo change (one note is sung off tempo, and all subsequent notes are sung

with the correct tempo relative to that note).
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Global errors (i.e. affecting the entire query ):
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• Transposition (the entire query is sung in a different key or reg ister (or both) th an

the target melody).

• Tempo (t he entire query is sung in a different tempo t han t he t ar get melody).

For most of th ese error typ es, a probability distribution is defined explicitly (a lthough

it is possibl e to devise a way to define or train them from user input) denoting how likely

it is th at a user would generate a parti cular kind of err or with a par ti cular magni tude of

error. The probabili ty distributions for eac h error class are defined as follows:

• Non-warping insertion or deletion of a note (elaborations and jo ins): It is ass umed

these are rare. For their t est s , t he authors assumed a probability of 95% t hat a not e

in the query matches a note in t he t arget , 3% that a match is obtained by joining

two notes in the target to produce one note in the query, and 2% t hat a match is

obtained by elaborating one note in the t ar get into two notes in t he query. Havin g

few possibilities (i.e. limiting the length of possibl e joins/ elab orations to 2) great ly

reduces the number of states in the HMM.

• Pitch/duration error: a normal distribution is assumed for both these typ es of errors,

as most of the time users will get notes right or nearly so. They not e th at [25] states

certain pitch error tendencies which depend on the pitch interval.

• Modulation: a normal distribution is assumed since it is unlikely the user will modul a te

on each note (i.e. modulations should be, as a rul e, isolated events, and by definitio n

they cannot happen several times consecu tively as thi s should be represented by local

pitch errors instead)

• Tempo change: similarly, a user is unlik ely to change temp o on eac h note, so a norm al

distribution is used .

• Transposition: a uniform dist ribution is assumed . Since th e vast maj ority of people

do not have absolute pit ch , it is ass umed they may start at any note.

• Tempo: a normal distribution is assumed . Most people should recall roughly the

correct te mpo of a song, so it is ass umed t hey are likely to get it more or less right.

A very large state transition probability ma tri x is created combining all these pr obabil ity

distributions for all targe t notes. This matrix is used to compute t he probab ility of a quen)

given a target melody. It allows us to compute, for examp le, the probability t hat the query
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is t he result of taking th e target melod y, introducing a modula tion of + 3 semitones st ar ting

a t t he 6th note a nd a tempo change of x 1.5 start ing at the 3rd note, an d deletin g the 17t h

note.

All such pro babilit ies need to be computed (except for some redundancy described in

the ar t icle) in order to be ab le to compu te the probability that a given target melody

corres po nds to a give n query melody give n the error model (which is th e pr obabili ty of t he

HMM, with t ransit ion probabilities corresponding to the ent ries of the large matrix , end ing

in a given state wh ich corresponds to the query ) . Clearly t here is an exponent ial number

of such probabilit ies to consider , i.e. if Iql is th e num ber of notes in th e query, ItI is the

number of notes in the tar get melody, p is the average number of different error values each

error type can take and m is t he numb er of error ty pes, then the number of probabilities to

consider is Iqlltlpm.
Although very ins t ruct ive, due to its running time, th is model is completely im practical

for a large MIDI file database, where even linear running ti me in the size of the dat abase

would already be considered poor perfor mance. Devising an indexing scheme for such a

complicated nonlinear distan ce measure is likely impossible.

2.4.5 Melody Alignment through Audio Matching

An ent irely different approach to melody comparison is t hat of aud io matchin g. T he idea

of audio matching is to convert t he t ar get melodies into an audio signal, seg ment it into

fra mes of a constant length (e.g. 100 milliseconds) , and find t he pi tch for each frame. The

query, in t his case, can be in a sung form , which is directly segmented into frames, and th e

pitch for eac h fram e extracted .

In a simple audio matchin g approach [26], a penalty is calcu lated for t he pitch difference

for each pair of cor respo nding frames between t he query and the t arget , and different ti me

compression ratios are t ried to acco unt for tempo differences between the query and targe t .

The authors of [2] follow a similar b ut. more sophist icated approach . T hey assu me th at

the query database consists of a nu mber of extracted themes, rather than a simple d ump of

MIDI data , for example. It is then a simple matter to scale t he duration of each t heme to

approximately match t he durat ion of the query. Once t his is done, an alignment is calculated

for each query jtarge t pair , tha t is, for each ti me fra me in t he query , a cor respo ndin g location

is foun d in the target . In other words , one frame in the target can match mul t iple frames in

t he query. Figure 2.3 demonstr a tes th is with an example (t he query is the bottom sequence,
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Figure 2.3: Sample melody alignment (the to p contour is the target and the bottom contour
is the query ). (Figure 1 from [2])

and the target the top , which can be easily deduced by it s "square" aspect) .

The alignments are computed so as to simult aneously minimize the pitch difference

between t he query and t he target a nd the al ignment time dis tan ces (i.e. it is preferable

to align fram es which are close to each other in t ime). The constraint s on the alignments

t ha t can be produced are as follows: the first query frame must align with the first target

frame, as must the last query fram e and th e last tar get fram e. Furthermore, th e alignments

mus t be monotonically nondecreasing (e.g. if frame qi aligns with frame tj, then qi+1 cannot

align with tj - d . The a uthors also indicate the alignments must "adhere to a local cont inuity

cons traint", although they do not cla rify the meaning of thi s. The minimization over possible

alignments is performed with a standard dyn am ic pro gram ming approach, with ru nning time

O(NN') , where N is the number of frames in the query, N' the number of frames in the

target, a nd N' ~ N . An upp er bound is set on th e allowed distan ce between frames for

t hem to be aligned. Ini ti ally , t his is set to 20%, that is, a t arget frame cannot align to a

query fram e more th an 20% of th e duration of the query away. This condition is easil y

enforced by sett ing values far th er than 20% off th e diagonal in th e cost matrix (used in

dynamic pr ogrammi ng) to 00.

Initially a coarse time quantization is used (i.e. relatively long frames) in order to min i

mize th e O( N N' ) running time req uired to pr oduce t he init ial align ment. For N = 20, the

alignment from Figure 2.3 looks as in Figure 2.4, where the gray region represents the 20'7c,

threshold on permitted alignments .

When computi ng t he cost matr ix, t he alignments wit hin t he ent ire gray a rea In th e
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5 10 15
Target

20

F ig ure 2.4: Sample alignmen t for N = 20. (Fi gur e 3 from [2])

figure m ust be computed . This can be sp ed up afte r the initial ali gnment is produced , since

once we increase the va lue of N (thus reducing t he dura ti on of the t ime frames) in order to

produce a more refined a lignme nt , we know that t he finer ali gnment will rou ghly follow the

out line of the coarse alignment . Hence a 10% m argin is a llowed around the coarse align ment ,

as shown in F igur e 2.5 , whi ch shows a refin ed a lignme nt for N = 120 , and the 10% window

around the initial a lignme nt for N 20.

This results in a doubling of the speed of t he algor it hm . However t he a ut hors of [2]

propose a way to make t he algo rit hm even mo re efficient using it erative deepening. The

idea is t ha t for a given va lue of N , we can exp ect t he t heme we are seeking to be in t he top

f (N ) frac ti on of m atches for some fun ction .f wh ich decreases with incr easing N (th is can

be determined empirically, bu t we do not descr ibe tha t here). The higher the value of N ,

t he high er the probabili ty that t he t heme we are seeking is near the to p of the lis t . Hen ce

every time we increase N in a new iteration , we can di scard a ll b ut a small per cen tage of

t he themes in t he database. Let N, be the va lue of N used in t he i t h it eration (e.g. N ) = 20,

N 2 = 50 , N 3 = 120) . Let Ci be t he nu mber of themes t hat a re ex a mined in the i t h itera tion ,

w here C j is the tot al nu mber of themes in the da tabase. Tha t is, c, = f (Ni )Cl' Finall y, let

J1;f be t he nu mber of it era ti on s p erformed . The r unning t ime of the algorith m is then, for

some constant J(:
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Fi gure 2.5: Sample alignment for N - 120 usin g a const rained alignment window from
N = 20. (F igure 5 from [2])

2 1 2 2 2
K (c1N1 -I 2, (C2 N2 + c 3 N3 + ... + CAl N!vi))

The factor ~ comes from the improvement described above to reduce the 20% margin

to a 10% margin .

2.4.6 Vantage Object Indexing

We defer t he explanat ion of th e theory behind Vantage Object Indexing, the approach

due to Rainer Typke [27] which we hav e chosen to use to address melody comparison, to

sect ion 3.2.3. We do t his for that sect ion to be self-contained, i.e. for it to contain a complete

explanat ion of our melody comparison approach (both Typke's approach using our notation ,

and our ad aptations and additions) .

The basi c idea behind it is as follows. First , define a metric to measure distances between

melo dies. A query can then be compared to t ar get melodi es in th e MIDI file collection using

this metric. However, this is very slow. To remedy this speed deficiency, an indexing scheme

is devised . A few short melodies are ca refully chosen from the MIDI file collect ion. These

are ca lled vantage obj ects. The distance from these short melodies to all other melodies of

the same length in all MIDI files is t hen pre- computed at indexing ti me. At retri eval t ime,

the distance from the query to th ese vantage object s is comput.ed . By knowing how far

the query is from each vantage obj ect, we can quickl y pinpoint which MIDI files the query
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matches , by makin g use of the pre-computed distances from all van tage objects to t.he MIDI

file melodies . The better the vantage objects ar e chose n, the more accurate thi s pinpointi ng

is . Vantage Object Indexin g is sim pler and faster than the Hidd en Markov Maciel approach,

and more flexi ble t han any of the other approaches.



Chapter 3

Our approach

We pr oceed to describe our approach to each of the cha llenges of QBH . We begin by describ

ing the sources of our MIDI collect ion and t he nam e ma tching algor ithm used to help orga

nize it. We then descr ibe the note segmentation an d pitch detection ste ps of melody recog

nition in detail. We conclude with a detai led expla na t ion of Vantage Object Indexing[27]

as we have adapted it , including an optimizat ion technique which we call Spatial Indexing ,

and a discussion of its t heoretical and practical st re ngt hs and weaknesses .

3.1 Data collect ion

3.1.1 Sources of MIDI data

Currently our collect ion cons ists of 130,000 MIDI files ga thered from the Internet . The

collection has not been ana lyzed for duplica tes: bu t we estimate upwards of 50,000 unique

files . Many of the web sites we crawled which contained lar ge nu mbers of MIDI files are

now no longer in operat ion, inc lud ing http : / / mi di depot . t opc i ties . comand ht tp: / /www .

mi d i . net . As can be exp ect ed , sites wit h large numbers of files tend to be less well organized

and have less accompanying metadata than smaller sites with spec ialized collect ions, a good

example of which is t he Classical Music MIDI page[28], which as of November 2007, contains

670 MIDI files by 19 classical composers. It provides t he comp oser, tracker , title and even

catalogue number (BW V, op ., K. , et c.) for each file. T he music data is generally of high

quality regardless of th e web site of origin. Complete songs with all voices are generally

provided, rat her th an j ust melody snippets of one voice of the so ng, which is the case in

32
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large theme databases[14J.

3.1.2 Sources of metadata

33

The quali ty of identi fying mc tadata (t it le/ar t ist/album) contained in MIDI files var ies

grea t ly from source to source. Many sources provide a ti tle and artist for each song, while

many others pr ovide a title an d genre or title only. A large proportion of the filenames are in

the MS-DO S 8.3 form at , t hus containing very minim al ident ifying informat ion . I t is t here

fore necessary to have a reli able and comprehensive source of song met adata . Two optio ns

avai lable to us are FreeDB[29] and MusicBrainz[lO]. We set t led on the MusicBrain z datab ase

since it is to our knowledge the most comprehensive freely accessible database, an d since it

comes wit h clear usage instruct ions. It is a, pu blic repository of meta-information on music:

releases (compact discs, record s, etc.), containing information such as t rac k/ album/ ar tist

names, release years, audio fingerprints, an d mu ch more. The bas ic information is released

t.o the public domain , while data such as Amazon ASINs for each album are released un

der the Creative Com mons Attribu tion-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 2.0 license[30]. As of

November 2007, the datab ase covers 6.2 million tracks, 520,000 releases and 340,000 artists.

3.2 Algorithms

3.2.1 Name matching

Based in part on t he observations of sect ion 1.3.1 and on t he advice provided in [24], t he

following key fact s were used to organize t he NIIDI file collectio n:

• Filenames can be divided into abbreviated (generally in MS-DO S 8.3 format ) or com

plete filenames (containing the complete song tit le in some form).

• Filenames (excluding th e path) either contain an ar t ist name or not , ind ependently of

whether t he pat h includes th e ar t ist name.

I t is not imm ediately clear how to design a class ifier t hat makes the first distincti on ,

sin ce:

• Some songs have shor t names which could be confused for 8.3 filenames even though

t hey contain a complete ti tle and should be handled as such (e.g. Michell e.mid ) .
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• A few names longer than 8.3 filenames are abbrevia t ions (e.g . indijones2 .mid) , whil e

many are not but have no capitaliza t ion or spaces to indicate word boundaries (e.g . ce

linedionthinktwice.mid).

For simplicity from now on we refer to abbrevia ted names as "shor t" , and complet e

names as "long", even though abbrevia t ions can be fairly long and vice versa.

Training of the short/long filename classifier

The first step was to create training/test sets. We selected 1000 filenam es at random and

removed their paths. We then manually classified th em into shor t and long names (404 were

short and 596 were long) . We then split the short filenames into equal numbers of t raini ng

and testing names, an d did t he same for t he long nam es.

We then computed th e pro bability of a name being short/ long given the filename' s

• length

• number of delimiters (we considered all non- alphanumeric charact ers delimiters)

• number of capit al letters

• ratio of the number of ca pital let ters to th e number of characters, multi plied by 10

and rounded to an in teger (i.e. an integer from 0 to 10)

We t ried differen t pr oduct combina t ions of these 8 probability dis tributions to try to predict

whether filenam es in the test set were shor t or long. In each expe riment , two combinations

were required: one whi ch measures th e probability of a name be ing shor t, and another which

measures the probabili ty of a name being long.

The reason we allow for two distributions , i.e. th e reason t he two are not simply assumed

to add up to 1, is best explained with a hyp oth eti cal example. Long names occasionally

hav e capital letters in them (e.g. lVIichelle.mid) . Suppose short names never have a capita l

let t er. Then :

• T he presen ce of a capital letter ==? a long name.

• The absence of a capital letter +;> a shor t name.

Thus if a name contains no capital let ters, we need some other measure to determine whether

a name is short or long, such as, naturally, the length of t he name. Thus it benefits us to

have two distributions, one taking into accou nt ca pital let ters for iden tifying long names , and
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one not. t aking them int o account. for identi fying shor t. names. The reality is not. so simple

sin ce short nam es can a lso have capital letters, but thi s hypoth eti cal situation illustra tes the

potenti al asy mm etry of t he problem. We adopted this fram ework for maximu m flexibility,

al th ough in the end it was sufficient to j ust choose the classifier that performed best out

of the two, in part because when using two classifiers a prediction conflict could occur,

i.e. t hey could predict t ha t a filename is simultaneously short and long , and an arbit ration

mechani sm would be required to break the tie.

The short name classifier returns true if t he probabili ty of a name being short (according

to the probability distribu tion assigned for short name detecti on ) is greater than 0.5 for the

particular filename in question. Similarly for the long name class ifier.

We define a class ifi cation scheme to be a pair of probabili ty dist ribut ions (for sho rt / long

nam es) along with the pro cess for making the final decision (i.e. whether th e final decision

is mad e using one or both prob ability dist ributions).

Testing was done as follows: for each classification scheme we devised, we measured how

many shor t filenames in t he shor t names test set were correctly predicted as being short,

and how many long filenames in the long nam es test set were correctly predicted as being

long. In other words, we measured th e recall .

'vVe found that th e recall was maximized when the classifica tion scheme used t he following

probabili ty distributions (two very simple and natural choices):

• To classify a name as being short: th e pro bability of a fil en am e being short given the

fi len ame length

• To classify a nam e as being long: th e product of th e probability of a [ilciuun« being

long given the fil en am e length and the pro bability of a fi len am e being long given the

num ber of capitols

On ce this was estab lished, we retrained t he above probabili ty dist ributions using all 404

short filenames and all 596 long filenames, rat her t han just using t he t raining sets wit h half

that many elements each.

In the end , we simply used one classifi er: a name was classified as being short using the

probab ili ty of a filenam e being short given t he fi len am e length. If thi s probabili ty was lar ger

t han 0.5 for a given filename, it was classified as being short , otherwise it. was classified as

being long.
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Training of the artist name present/absent filename classifier
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Once we have decid ed if a filename is long or short, we must decide if it contains an art ist

name or not (to know whether to extract it).

We man ually classified 1000 ra ndomly picked filenames from the MIDI collect ion (a.

different 1000 than for the short / long name training) into t hose containing an artist name

in the filename (excluding the path) and those not containing one . Of these 1000 filenam es,

335 had an art ist name and 665 did not.

The training pro cess was t he sa me as t ha t for t he short/ long nam e classifier :

1. Divide each set into nearly equal parts for training/ t est ing (nearly equal parts since

we were splitting odd numbers of elements in half)

2. Calc ulate the probabili ty distri butions using elementary features, such as th e length

of t he filename or number of capi t al letters .

3. Find the best com bination for classificatio n, then retrain on the entire sets.

In addit ion to t he 8 probability distri butions mentioned for t he short /long name classi

fier , two more were computed: th e probability of a name having/not havin g an artist name

given the filename's

• number of "special" delimiter s (i.e . « - " and " # ")

Recall was maximized when names containing ar t ists were identified based on the prob

abili ty that a name contains an ar-tist given the number of special delimiter-s, and names not

containing an artis t were identifi ed based on the produ ct of the probabilities tha t a name

does not con tain an art ist given th e length, num ber- of delimiters, number of capitals, and

number of special delimiters (i.e. all calculated dist ribut ions except for th e proportion of

capit als) .

In th e end, we simply used one classifier: a name was class ified as containing an art ist

name if the fi lenam e was no t classifi ed as being short and the probability that a name contains

an ar-tist given the number of special delimiter-s for that filename evalu ated to mor e tha n

0.5. Otherwi se it was classified as not having an art ist name.

Extraction rules

The ab ove classificat ion schemes were used on top of manually wri t ten rules, which specify,

for most directori es in t he MIDI fil e collect ion, whether names are short , long, contain art ist
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names, etc. It is on ly when an ind ividual directory contains a mix of short/ long filenames

(or filenames containing/ not containin g artist names) t ha t the classifiers are invoked to

determine whi ch filenames belong to which class .

If a rule specifies where the artist name is to be found (i.e. where exactly in the path

or in the filename) , th a t art ist name is used . If not, one is extracted from the filename

excluding th e path, when it was det ermined by t he classifier that the filename cont ains an

ar t ist name. Otherwise the art ist name is left. blank.

T he extraction ru les also incl ude information on whether genr e in formation is present in

th e filename (e.g. Classical, Blu es, Television theme, et c.) and album information . These

are extracted as well when present.

Artist and t itle name m atching

Once the ar t ist (if present) and ti t le nam es were extracted from each filename, they were

matched to an ar tist (first) and song tit le (second) in the MusicBrainz collect. ion . Different

matching schemes were used for short and long filenames (since short filenam es generally

contain very compact ab breviations of a song tit le, and long filenames contain 'whole words).

Artist n ame matching

Algorithm 1 is run on th e Name an d Sor t.Name columns which are loaded from the Artist

table in t he Musicfhain z PostgreSQL databas e. The Name column represents names of

a rtists and bands, and the SortName column has th e same information bu t uses the order

"las t name, first name" when applicab le. It is useful to try both, since the filename could

have used eit her ord er. T hus, each ar t ist name extracted from a filename is compared to

the Name column, and if no match is found, to t he SortNarne column.

Clearl y th e running time of Algor it hm 1 is O (lcol llfi lename-arti sts l) (we ar e ass uming

st r ing mani pula tions t ake constant ti me, which is a valid assumption since t he st rings have

a const ant upper bound on their lengt h). This is very high , but fortunately we only need

to run the algorit hm once to match a particu lar collection of MIDI files to the M usicBrain z

dat abase artists. The implementat ion does include opt imizations to reduce the runn ing

time, such as caching t he tokenizat ion of ar t i st val ues so it is not performed eac h time case

3 is encountered for the same artist.

Since no disti nction is usually made between composers an d performing artists in t he
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Input: Column col of real art ist names (from a table in the Musi cBrainz dat abase),
set [i leruime.arti sts of all unique artist names extracted from the MIDI
filenames

Output : set ar tistpairs cont ain ing ord ered pairs ior tist, id) where id is the
MusicBrainz artist ID assigned to ar ti st E [il ename.arti st s

foreach name E col do
I split name into tokens

e nd
arti stpcirs <-- 0
foreach artist E [ i lename.arii st s do

for pass <-- 1 to 5 do
fore ach nam e E col do

switch pas s do
case 1 match <-- (arti st = name) ; break ;
case 2 m atch <-- (aTti st = name except for case) ; break ;
case 3 split arti st into tokens ; match <-- (each artist to ken = each
name to ken) ; br eak ;
case 4 match <-- (each artist token = each nam token, except for
common word s, AND not every to ken is a common word) ; break ;
case 5 match <-- (each ar tist token = each name token, except for
case, except for common words , AND not every to ken is a common
word )

end
if match = true then
I exit loop

e nd
end
if match = true then

ad d (ar ti st, id) to artistpairS, where id is the MusicBrainz art ist ID
corresponding to t he na me th at match ed artist ;
exit loop

end
e nd

e nd

Algorithm 1: MatchArt istNames

38
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MIDI filenames, we do not make t his distinction in the matching process . vVe also ignore the

tracker 's nam e, since it is very rar ely provided in t he filename (although this is something

that must be cared for in a commercial service, since the tracker owns part of t he copyright

to the MIDI file).

As a simple example of how Algorithm 1 works , suppose we wish to match a lis t conta in

ing t he artist nam es (ex tracted from filenames) beach.boys and BobDyla n to a list cont a in

ing the MusicBrain z ar t ists Th e B each B oys and B ob Dylan . When a t tempting to match

beach.boys to one of the two , first pass 1 will be tried. Clearly neither beach.boys = The

Beach Boys nor beach.boys = B ob Dylan. Pass 2 is tried next. Clearly neit her beach.boys

= the beach boys nor beach.boys = bob dylan . On to pass 3. Neit her beach = Th e nor beach

B ob. On to pass 4 . Th e is a commo n word so it is discarded . However , neither beach

B each nor beach = B ob. On to pass 5. We now find t hat beach = beach and boys =

Boys. We have found that beach.boys matches Th e B each Bo ys. A similar process matches

BobDylan and B ob Dylan. We note that the tokenization algorithm is equipped to t.okenize

strings such as BobDylan based on the capitalization bound ar ies .

Title matching

Once the art ist for a filename was matched , we have narrowed down the search space for a

title match to on ly those songs wri tten/performed by t hat ar t ist . We proceed as described

in Algorithm 2. Let numiracks be the number of tracks in the MusicBrainz database . The

t heoretical worst- case running t ime of Match'I'i tlelvarnes is O (lf il enamesl . riumirack si ,

again ass uming all stri ng manipula ti ons take co nstant t ime. This correspo nds to t he sit ua

t ion where a ll t he t racks in the dat abase correspond to a single ar tis t . The expected running

t ime is considerab ly lower: O ( I f il en am es I . . rl1L7nt rncks ).
. If r!cnam ",_ar h st " l

Once a filename is matched to a track in the MusicBrainz database, the following addi-

tional fields are fetched for tha t t rack: album name, first release date , Amazon A SIN, URL

of cover art on Amazon.com.

As a simple exa mple of how Algori thm 2 works for ma tching short names to M usicBrainz

song t it les , suppose we wish to match the filenames b.bi!l and gtrweep (the paths and .mid

extensions having a lready been removed ) to the MusicBrainz t rack titles Th e Continuing

StOTy of Bungalow Bill and While M y Guitar Gently Weeps. When attempting to match

b.bi!l to one of t he two, first pass 1 will be tr ied . Clearly neither b.bi!l = The Continuin g

S tory of Bungalow Bill nor b.bill = While lvfy Guitar Gen tly Weeps. On to pass 2. Neithe r
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I n p u t : Mu sicErainz database db, set. artistpairs returned by MatchArtist.Nam es, set
fil enames of a ll :MIDI filenam es with pa th s and a rt ist. names remov ed

O u t p u t : set ti t lepair s conta ining ordered pairs (fdename, id) where ul is t he Mu sicBrainz
t rack ID ass igne d to fi lename ( f il enam es

titlepair s <- f/J
foreach f i len am e E fil enames do

artistid +--- id in (arti st , id ) E arti stp airs such that. ar tist is the filenam e artist na me
cor respondi ng to MIDI file f il ena m e ;
titles <- all t it les in db of songs associated with arti st id ;
for pass (- 1 to 5 do

foreach title E titles do
switch pass do

ca se 1 match <- (tit le = f i lename) ; break ;
case 2 m atch <- (ti t le = f il enam e except for case) ; break ;
case 3,4, 5 spl it title into tokens ;
if f il en am e was classified as short then

while end of tit le A ND end of f ilename not reached do
skip non-alphanumeri c cha rac te rs in fi lenam e ;
tr y an exac t match in [ileruime for the next title token ;
If to ken did not ma tch , do: If first. letter ma tches, match as ma ny
cha racters in th e to ken as possi ble (in order), skipping cha racters not.
in f i lename; oth erw ise, sk ip to next token

end
skip non- al pha num eric cha rac te rs at end of [il ciuune ;
match +--- (end of f il en ame reached AND no tokens remain )

e lse
split. f ilename int o tokens ;
switch pass do

case 3 match <- (each title tok en = each f i lename to ken )
case 4 m atch +--- (each title token = eac h fi lename token , except for
common word s, AND not every token is a common word )
case 5 m atch +--- (each t itl e token = each fi lename tok en , except for
case, exce pt for com mon words, AND not every tok en is a common
word )

end
e n d

end
if match = tr ue t hen exit loop

e n d
if match = t rue then

aci d (fi lename, id ) to titlepai rs , where id is t he MusicErainz track ID
correspond ing to th e title th a t ma t.ched f i lenam e
ex it loop

end
e n d

e nd

Algorithm 2 : MatchTi t.leNam es
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b.bi!l = the con tinuing story of bungalow bill nor b.bi!l = while my guitar gently weeps. On to

pass 3. At thi s point Algori thm 2 begins specia l han dlin g for the filenames given that they

were classified as being short . b.bill is now compared to the continuinq story of bungal ow bill

as follows. the i- b.b. t i- b. con tinuing i- b.bill. c i- b. story i- b.bil . s i- b. of i- b. . 0 i
b. bungalow i- b.bill . b = b: th e first character of bungalow matches t he first let ter in b.b ill .

None of u,n, g,a,l, o,w ma tch _, so we skip to the nex t token, bill. At this point we skip non

alphanumeric characte rs in th e filename, t hus skipping _. We now find that bill = bill. The

end of the filename and the end of the tokens have been reached simultaneously, indica ti ng

a match. We have determine d t hat b.bill matches Th e Continuing Story of Bungalow Bill.

In a simi lar manner , gtrweep will match while m y g uitar gen tly weeps. Handli ng of long

filenames is similar to t he matching in Algorit hm 1, hence we do not provide an example

here.

Song metadata table creation

Once all the informat ion is collect ed, a t able is saved on disk as a text file containing, for

each MIDI file in t he collection, the MIDI fi le num ber, art ist nam e as fo und in the fi len am e,

matching Mu sicBrainz art is t name, Mu sicbrainz art ist ID (0 if not matched ), titl e as found

in the fi lename, m atching Mu sicBrainz ti tle, Mu sicbrcinz track ID (0 if not matched) , album

n ame as f oun d in the fil enam e, m atching Mus icllroins album name, MusicBrain z album ID

(0 if no t found ), year of first release, Amazon ASIN, URL of cover art on Amazon .com , genre

as fo und in the fil ename (Classical, Blues, et c.) An example line in the text file is (with tabs

in t he place of commas) "9,Elton Joh n,El ton John,236,Songforg,Song for Gu y,1071556,,:.Jew

P ure Moods (disc 1),1l7261,1997,B0000083MQ,B0000083i'vlQ.02.jpg,"

3.2.2 Melody recognition

We remedy the difficulties in melody recogn iti on ment ioned in section 1.3.2 by imposing th e

following restrictions on a user:

• T here must be almost no backgro und noise. The microphone must be placed as far

away as possible from the computer 's mechanical par ts (fan s, hard dri ves, et c.) in

orde r for t heir hum not to be picked up as background noise.

• Only singing and whistling are allowed . No humming or playing of instruments .
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• Only the sounds "Ta" and "Pa" may be sung. Both the "T" (or "P " ) and t he "a"

must be clearly enunciated. (Notice th at this rest rict ion discourages singing that is

to o fast .)

• Singing must be as loud as possible (mo derate clipping, i.e , going over th e maximum

volume recordable by the sound car d, is acceptable) and must be of a relatively con

siste nt volume.

T hese requirements sound st rict bu t th ey are not very diffi cult to fulfill, plus they help

us sim plify the algor it hms required to analyze t he singing. Furthermore the restrictions are

reasonabl e beca use:

• The sound "Ta" is found in many if not most languages (as op posed to "La" , which

is problemati c in Japanese).

• Forcing t he user to sing slowly ensures that he/she knows th e melody precisely (he/she

cannot get away by mumbl ing notes away quickly) . It a lso discourages th e user from

singing unnecessary ornament s on the melody (since ornaments tend to be quick, and

tend to be sung as "Ta-ra-La-t a" inst ead of "Ta-t a-t a-t a") .

The entire melody recognit ion process is contained in Algorithm 5. First the recording

is segmented into notes, after which we have th e start ing and ending times in the record ing

of each sung/whist led note. From t his we calcula te the durat ions of each note, which are

measured as t he difference between the onset time of one note to the onset tim e of the

following note (t he same is done with the MIDI collect ion, for consistency), except for the

last not e, where we use t he difference between the onset time of the last note and its end

time, since t here is no note that follows it (normally this would int roduce a bit of error

into t he search process, however we are not considering note durations when compar ing

melodies). We then proceed to pitch detect ion. For the purpose of pitch detection, we

consider note durat ions to be the difference betw een the end and onse t time of each note,

since we do not want inclu de what comes after the end of the note (it could be silence

or noise). T he output of Algorithm 5 is precisely what is provided as the input query for

melody com par ison (see section 3.2.3 a nd Algorithm 9 in parti cular ) . In t he two sect ions

that follow, we describe note segmentati on and pitch det ection in detail. It is important to

note that , in all algorit hms, Ixl represent s the absolute value of x if ,7; is a number , and th e

size of array, list or set x (i.e. the number of elements in it ) if it is an array, list or set.
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The note segmentation algorithm (Algorithm 3) is simple and practical. First we obt ain the

maximum amplit ude over t he ent ire recording. The start of the first note must be at least

1/5 as high as this (this ratio was exp eriment ally tuned to best fit test recordings, over a

range approximate ly from 1/10 to 1/ 4). As soon as we detect such an amplit ude, we are

insid e a note. We are inside the note as long as the amplitude is at least 1/5 of the maximum

amplit ude of that note observed so far. If the note reaches less then 1/ 5 (experimentally

tuned) of its maximum amplitude, we consider it to have died off. At thi s point we upd ate

the minimum amplitude for the next note to be twice the amplit ude of this last part of

the curr ent note (since the singer will usually st art th e next note somewhat louder than

he end ed the previous note, but not much loud er , and since the volume of the sing ing can

grad ually cha nge over the span of the recording). Additionally, notes must have a minimum

duration, which is set to a constant . The recording is divid ed into blocks approximately 14

milli seconds long for the amplit ude to be calculated, i.e. amplitude is not computed from a

single sample, but is instead defined as t he difference between the maximum and minimum

values taken by samples over a 14 millisecond time block (this is a long enough time block for

the computed amplitude to be perceptually meaningful). Currently a note length is set to

be a minimum of 4 blocks in length (hence approxim ately 56 milliseconds long) . Algorithm

3 makes use of an a uxiliary function "amplitude" (defined in Algorithm 4) which computes

th e amplit ude of one block. Figure 3.1 shows an example of t he output of Algorithm 3 given

an audio recording, i.e. th e start and end times of each note are indi cated .

Pitch detection

In our work , pitch detection is considerably more involved than note segm entation. It is

not sufficient to simply compute t he Discret e Fourier Transform[31][32] of a note and take

the peak with the maximum amplitude, because very often thi s peak would not correspond

to the fund amental frequency. The starting point of t he approach is very similar to that of

Algori thm 3, since notes in a waveform and peaks in a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) [32]

graph have much in common (their similarit ies ar e further discussed further in sect ion

4.2.1 ). The equivalent of a note here is a "peak region", i.e. we are considering not only

th e precise location of a peak bu t also the upward and downward slopes th at precede and

follow it. We use the term magnitude instead of amplit ude, since the FFT returns an array
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Input: array s of 16-bi t samples (monophonic recording, 44100 Hz sampling rate)
Output: arrays start and end of note start and end locations in s (measured in

blocks of 600 sa mples - rou ghly 14 milliseconds )
n f- 0 ;
step f- 600 ; /* 600 / 44100 Hz ~ 14 milliseconds */
m i ri .note.lenqtli f- 4 . step ;
m in Lenqthb etnoeen.riotes s--: step ;
m iti .note.attackLenqili f- 2 . step ;
divide s into blocks b(l )...b(l sltJpl) of step samples (t he last block may be shorter) ;

m ax.suripl f- max (amplitude(b(l )) , ... , amplit udefof ]sltJ
p

l))) ;
m i n .rioie.ampl f- max.ampl f b ;
inside.anote f- false ;

for i f- I to r.s~:~ l do
block ....ampl f- amplit ude(b(i)) ;
if inside.a.no te = false then

if block.ampl > m iri.note .ampl then
inside.a .note f- true;
if n = 0 OR i - end(n) > m in L enqth.betuieen.riotes then

I
start(n + 1) f- i ;
max .ampt.for .cu r r eri t .noi e f- block.ampl

else
I n f- n-1

end
end

else
if block....ampl > mo.camplfor .currcui.riote AND
i - star t( n + 1) > m iri.note.attack Lenqtti then
I max.umpt.for.current siote f- block.ampl

else if blockamplitude < nuixum pt.for .current.motef S then
inside.a.n ote f- false ;
miii.note.ampl f- 2 . block ampl ;
end(n + 1) f- i ;
if end(n + 1) - start (n + 1) 2: m iri.note.lenqth, then n f- n + 1

end
end

end

Algorithm 3: SegmentNotes
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m in f- s(i)
m a.x f- s (i )

F igure 3.1: Example of a voice recording where notes have been segme nted by Algorithm 3

Input: array s of 16-bit sign ed in tegers
Output: amplit ude ampl of s
min f- 00, m.ax f- -00

for if- I to lsi do

I
if s(i ) < min then
if s(i) > max then

end
am pl f- m a.x - m in

Algorithm 4: am plit ude
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of complex numbers (however we ar e act ually taki ng only the absolute value of the real par t

of the FFT, which produced bet t er experimental results than taking the magnitude of t he

complex value). The procedure for obtaining the pit ch of a note is contained in Algorithm

6 (which simply invokes Algori thms 14, 15 and 13 in that order) , and can be summarized

as follows (note that algorithms 13 through 18 are found in App enclix C):

Input: array s of 16-bit samples (monop honic recording, 44100 Hz sampling rate )
Output: array p of MIDI pi tches, array d of note durations (of t he same size as p)
(start, end) f-- SegmentNotes(s) ;
N f-- Istartl; /* The number of notes is the size of the array start . */
for i f-- 1 to N do

I
if i i= N then d(i ) f-- start(i + 1) - start(i)
p(i ) f-- PitchOfNote(s(start (i )...end(i)))

end
d(N) f-- end(N) - start(N)

Algorithm 5: RecognizeRecording

Input: ar ray s of 16-bit samples for a single sung/whistled note (monophonic
recording, 44100 Hz sampling rate)

Output: MIDI pitch p of t he note (not ro unded to an integer )
p f-- Pi tch(DominantFrequ encies(PeakRegions(s)))

Algorithm 6: PitchOfNo te

1. Algorithm 14: First we obtain t he maximum and average magni tudes of the FFT of

t he recording. The start of t he firs t peak region must be at least 4 times as high as

t he average magni tude. As soon as we detect such a magni tude, we ar e inside a peak

region . We are inside the peak region as long as the magnitude is at least 1/ 5 the

maximum magnitude over tha t peak regio n so far. If t he peak reaches less th en 1/ 5

of its maximum magnitude, we consider it to have died off. Addi tionally peaks must

have a minimum duration , which is set to a constant . \Ve cont inue look ing for peaks

in this manner until t he end of the FFT array is reached. Unlike in note segmentat ion,

the magnitude of a previous peak region does not affect the threshold for the start ing

magnit ude of a following peak region. Not e also that unlike in note segmentat ion

we do not divide t he input into blocks. The FFT is alr eady divided into blocks of

reasonable size, since for t he resoluti ons we are using, each value in the FFT already

covers a frequency range of a few Her tz and we do not wish to lower t he resolution
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fur t her.

2. Algor it hm 15: For each peak region , we find the local maximum and consider th at to

be the frequency of the peak. An altern at ive would be to take the weigh ted average

freq uency over t he peak region (since sometimes the peak does not occur at the weight

center of the peak region).

3. Algorit hm 13: If we have found only one peak then we consider t ha t to be the fun

damental frequ ency for the note. Otherwi se we find out which of the peaks is the

fund am ental. This is done by invoking Algorit hms 17, 16 and 18 in that order , which

provide us with the mos t likely choice of the fund amental and its harmonics.

(a) Algorithm 17 provides the first guess for the fund amental and it s harmonics

based on the peak frequencies provid ed by Algorithm 15. The idea is to check

all possible combinations of peaks to find t he combination that best fits our

cri terion , namel y t ha t each subsequent frequency should be an integer mul tiple

of the fund amental frequ ency.

This is done with four nested for loops. T he out ermost loop t ries every different

choice for t he fund amental. The first inner loop tries every possible choice for the

number of higher harmonics for t hat fundamental (which ranges from 1 to the

number of peaks with higher frequency t han the fund amental ). The next loop

tries all the poss ible choices for the second harmonic , third harm onic, and so on

up to th e choice of t he num ber of har monics for t he selected fundamental. T he

inn ermost loop t ries all the possible choices specifically for the second harmonic,

or t he third , etc .

Separate er ror measures are calculated in the innermost an d second innerm ost

loops to decide the best choices for t hose loops. Finally we keep track of the

lowest value of the latter error over th e entire running of the algor it hm. The

combinat ion of fund am ental and higher harm onics with t he lowest valu e of t his

error is the result of Algorithm 15. In addit ion to this combinat ion, the error

(calc ulated in th e in nermost loop ) for each choice of har moni c is also kept for

fut ure reference , as it will be needed in Algorithm 16.

Note t ha t we are assuming t here is always at least one higher harmonic, which

is t rue in the lar ge majority of cases where t here are at leas t t wo peaks.
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(b) Algorithm 16 deals with the fairly common occurrence that an intermediate har

mon ic is missing (i.e. it s peak region was not det ected by Algorithm 14). For

example, we might have peaks only for the fund amental , third harmonic, and

fourth harmonic. In such a case, Algorithm 17, not knowing any better, would

have forced a choice for the secon d harmonic anyway, that is whichever choice

mini mized the error, which in abs olute t erms would be quite high. What usually

happens is that it chooses anot her of the harmonics as t he missing harmonic.

Thus, Algorithm 16 simply looks for duplicate choices of harmonic. If it finds

one, it discards the choice with the highest error , which was almost certainly

wrong. If t here are no duplicate harm onics, Algori thm 16 has no effect.

(c) Algorithm 18 deals with another fairly common occurrence: the fundamental

detect ed by Algorithm 17 was too high, i.e. it was in fact the second, t hird,

fourth or even fifth harmonic of th e true fund amental. It is easy to see why thi s

can happen: if there are many harmonics among t he peaks (e.g . 8) , it is not

unlikely that the combina t ion of peaks whose frequencies are most closely integer

multiples of a base frequency would be the incorrect choice. For example, th e

second, fourth, sixth an d eighth harmonics could be found to better fit each ot her

in this way t ha n the fund am ental , second third and fourth harmonics.

Algorithm 18 counters this problem by searc hing (in order ) for peak s with fre

quencies within 10% of one fifth, one fourth, one third and one half of the fre

quency of t he cur rent guess for t he fund amental. If no such peak is found , this

algorit hm has no effect . If such a peak is found , we assume it is the new fun

dam ental, and then pr oceed in a ma nner very similar to that of Algorithm 17

to find the set of higher harm onics which best match thi s new choice for t he

fund amental. The key differences from Algorithm 17 are that (1) we nat urally

don' t iterat e over fund am entals, hence t here are only three nest ed loops, (2) we

do not keep any err or values for fut ure reference by anot her algor it hm, since t hey

will not be needed again.

We finally compute th e final value for the fundament al frequency to be the weight ed

average over all t he harmonics found (i.e. the average of t he fundamental plus half

the second harmonic, one t hird of the third ha rmonic, an d so on) . This is don e to

compensate for t he someti mes low frequency resoluti on of the FFT when t he note

sung/whist led was too short .
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Figure 3.2 : Example of the magnitude of the F FT spectrum of a sung note, with peak
regions segmented by Algorithm 14

4. The final step in Algorit hm 13 is to compute the MIDI pitch from t he final value of

the fundament al frequency. Note that the A above middle C (tuned at 440 Hz) is

MIDI note 69 (middle C is MIDI note 60) .

Figure 3.2 shows an example of running peak region segmentation (Algor it hm 14) on a

single sung note. Each peak region is indicated by its start and ending frequencies. The

peak is later taken as the maximum amplit ude within each such region. The grey hori zontal

line near the bottom of th e figure ind icates t he threshold magnitude which must be exceeded

for a peak region to be detected , which depends on t he maximum magnitude over the enti re

spectrum.

Running times

The running times of each algorithm are as follows:

• Algorithm 5: The call to SegmentNotes takes 8 (1 81 ) time (see below), a nd the loop

performs N it erations (where N is the number of notes found by SegmentN otes), each

of which takes the running time of PitchOfNote, which is 8 (n4
) + O(lrel) (see below) ,

where n is the number of peaks and re is the real part of t he FFT array calc ulated in

Algori thm 14. Hence the to tal running time is 8(181+ Nn4
) + O(Nlre l).
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• Algorithm 3: The initi alization takes 8 (lsl) time. The loop takes 8(s) time since each

loop iteration takes constant ti me. Hence the algori thm takes 8(lsl ) t ime.

• Algorithm 4: The loop performs lsi st eps of constant time, hence the running t ime is

8(l sl). Since the input to this algorit hm is always a block of lsi = 600 samples, we

consider this algorit hm to take constant t ime for our purposes.

• Algorithm 6: This is simply the sum of the running times of Algorithms 14, 15 and

13, namely 8 (n4
) + O(lrel).

• Algori thm 14: T he init ialization takes O( len) time, where len ::; I;', plus the time

required to compute the FFT: 8(len log len) [32]. The loop performs len iter ations,

each of which takes constant t ime, hence taking O( len) time. The running time is

therefore dominated by that of the FFT and is therefore 8 (lenloglen ).

• Algori thm 15: .T he inner loop tr averses contiguous sections of t he FFT array re (rep

resenting the peak regions), one value at a t ime, taking constant time to analyze each

valu e. Since we do not have any stat ist ics on how much of re is usually insid e peak

regions , and how much is outsi de, the ru nn ing ti me is therefore O( lrel). To show that

this bound is tig ht : Suppose on average 1/100 of re is inside peak regions (a value

which is clearly too low). Even in t his case t he running t ime would still be O(lre l),

since the const ant 1/100 does not change it .

• Algori thm 13: If only one peak was foun d, t he algori thm takes constan t t ime. Other

wise its running t ime is t he sum of those of Algori thms 17, 16 and 18, plus that of the

loop which computes the final value for the fund amental (O( lharmonics l)), tot aling

8(n4 + Iharm onicsl2 ) = 8 (n4 ) , since Iharm onicsI ::; n.

• Algorithm 17: For ease of notati on, let k = num.harmonics.o]-f_1. The outer loop

performs n - 1 iterations. The first inner loop performs n - i iterations. The second

inn er loop performs k - 1 iterati ons. T he innermost loop performs n - i it erations,

each of which takes constant time. All other steps inside the loops take constant t ime,

except for the copying of arrays, which occurs occasiona lly and takes O(k) t ime in the

first inner loop. In the best case t his would occur only once, a nd in the worst it would

occ ur on every iteration of the first inner loop.

Hence the best- case running time is C I::::} I:Z:~ I:~=2 (n - i) = C I:;::-/ I:Z:~ (n -
,) ",k 1 C ",n - l ",n-i( ' )(k ) C",n - l ( . ) (",n - i k ",n - i 1)

Z L.m = 2 = L.i=l L. k= l n - z . - 1 = L.i=l n - Z L.k=l ~ - L.k=l =

C I:~/(n - i)(n- i +~)(n-- i) - (n - i)) = CI::::-/(n - i)2(n~i) - ~ ) = ~ ( I:Z:/ (n -
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' )3_ ",n-1 ( _ ')2) _ .Q. (",n- l l3 _ ",n- ll2) _ .Q.((n-lj2n2
_ (n- 1)n(2n-1») _ C(l 4_

t. LJi=1 n z - 2 LJl=1 LJl=1 - 2 4 6 - 8 n

{2n 3 - ~n2 + {2n ) for some constant C, hence 8(n4).

The worst-case running t ime is C 2::~:} 2:~: ~ (Dk: + 2:;n=2(n - i)) = C( kn4 - {2n3 
1 2 + J.... + D ",n-1 ",n-i k) _ C(l 4 _ J.... 3 _ 1 2 + J.... + D ",n-1 (n-i )(n-H1») =
8 n 12n LJi=1 LJk=1 - 8 n 12 n 8 n 12n LJi=1 2

C(~n4 - {2n 3 - ~n2 + 112n + q. 2:~==-/ 1(1 + 1)) = C( ~n4 - {2n3 - ~n2 + {2n +
12 ( (n- 1)n(2n- 1) + (n-1 )n )) - C( 117 4 _ J.... n 3_ l n 2+ J.... n + 12 (n 3-n)) for som e constants
2 6 2 - 8 ' 12 8 12 6 ' .

C and D , hence again 8(n4
) (i.e. t he running t ime is not significan tly affected by the

copy ing of the arrays) .

• Algorithm 16: With similar calculations as for Algorithm 17, t he running t ime is

8 (lh arm on i csI2).

• Algorithm 18: Wi th sim ilar calculat ions as for Algori thm 17, the running ti me is 0 (n3 )

(note that the outermos t loop is no t taken into account sin ce it performs a constant

number (4) of it er ations). Note that it is not 8 (n 3), because if no new choice for the

fun damental is found, t he running t ime is only O(n).

3.2.3 Melody comparison using Vantage Object Indexing

We explain in detail the t heory behind Vant age Object Indexing, the approach due to

Rainer Typke [27] wh ich we have used to address melod y matching . We use slight ly differen t

te rminology and symbols su it able for our adap tat ion.

Definitions

General concepts:

1. TUne: a mo nophonic sequence of notes (comprising pi tch and duration) . The length

of a t une t (i.e. t he number of notes in t) is denoted by Itl. For our purposes, rests

are ignored and are incorporated into the dura tion of t he note preceding t he rest. It

is sim pler to represent and operate on tunes without having to account separately for

notes and rests , and we expec t t hat users ca n recall note on set times more easily than

their durations or end ti mes. In par ticular , we do not want to distinguish between a

tune sung in staccato and another vers ion of the same tune sung in legato.

2. Melody: the sequence of pitches in a tune.

3. Seg ment: a contiguous section of a tune (e .g. 6 consec utive notes). A segment is itself

a tune, but we shall simply use the term "segme nt" to differen ti ate it fro m the la rger
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tune from which it was extracted.

4. Database: by "the database" we mean t he list of segments extracted from the MIDI

file collecti on , and their accompanying data (it is not a database in the formal sense

of the word , only a table).

5. Query: the t une entered by the user for searching, denoted by q.

Basic concepts relevan t to Vantage Object Ind exing:

6. Signature: the signature S(t ) of tune t is a set of 3-t uples, each of which contains

the horizontal and ver ti cal coordinates on the plane of each not e in the tune (i.e. we

are repr esenting the t une in two-dimensional space), alon g with a weight associated

with each note. For our purposes, the horizontal coordinate of a note corresponds to

its sequent ial ord er (1, 2, 3, ... ) and the ver tical coordinate to it s MIDI pitch value.

The weight is a real number ass igned to t he note. In our impl ementation the weight

of each note is set to 1. To take rhyt hm int o account, we could set the horiz ontal

coordinate of a note to its onset t ime (in quar ter notes since t he start of t he t une),

and the weight to its duration (in quar ter notes).

7. Ground distance: a real-valued measure used to determine distances between two notes

on the plane. For our purposes, th e Eu clidean distance is used . Any other dist ance

measure that is a metric (in t he mathematic al sense) could be used , but we have not

experimented with any.

8. Transportation distan ce: a real-valued measure used to compute the distan ce between

the signatures of two tunes. It uses the concept of weight t ranspor tat ion: the weight

of a note is t ranspo rted across a cert ain distance on the plane (as measured by the

ground distance) to the location of another note.

9. Vantage obj ect: a segment from t he datab ase to which other segments are compared

using a transporta t ion distance.

We have been careful not to specify t he representation of a tune, leaving it arbitrary.

As long as we have a functi on S(t) to compute th e signature of a tune and a function to

extract segments from a tune, we can perform all the operat ions required for Vantage Ob ject

Indexing.
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T he creation of t he Vantage Object Index requi res some pre- and post-pro cess ing. T he ste ps

are :

1. Creating t he database from the MIDI file collection.

2. Choos ing good vant age ob ject s from the database .

3. Computing t he Vant age Obj ect Index.

4. Comput ing a spatial index which is used to speed up retrieval from t he Van t age Object

Index.

We expla in points 1, 3 an d 4 in order. Point 2 is not essential to und erst anding points

3 and 4 and is described later. Thus, in the explanat ion of point 3, it is assumed good

vantage objects have been chosen. Also, while exp laining points 3 an d 4, we simultaneously

desc ribe how th e Vantage Object Index is used at runti me to perform the search . Po ints 1

and 3 ar e described in this section, and points 4 and 2 (in that order ) in subsequent sections.

Creating the database from the MIDI file collection

T he database is created as follows. From each MIDI file we first extract a t unc cor

resp onding to all the MIDI voices chained sequent ially (except for percussions, which are

discarded). Only the highest pitch of each chord is kept (i .e. th at is considered to be t he

melody line, for simplicity). Over lapping segments of a fixed length m are t hen extracted

from each such t une. By overla pping, we mean that a segment of length m is extracted

start ing at t he first note in t he t une, followed by a segment of length m start ing at t he

second note, and so on. Typke [27] separately extracts segments of lengt hs m = 5, 6, 7

from t he MIDI collect ion, thus creating t hree databases, one for each value of m . In our

implementation we use a single valu e, m = 6, since it is the mean of the three valu es used

by Typke and can t herefore be expected to give good resul ts. This simp lifies our system,

allowing us to perform t he spatial indexing described later, but also probably makes our

system less robust against insertion/ deletion errors .

The spacing between the extracted overlapping segments in the database is always one

note, because the best match for the query may start at any location in a MIDI file. T he

reason for divi din g the tunes (and the query) int o segments will become clear once vantage

objects ar e int roduced.
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The res ult ing database is a one-dimensiona l array D, where Den ,1 ::; j ::; IDI is t he jth

segment in the database and IDI is the number of extracted segments .

We also create two acco mpanying one-dimensional arrays: ar ray M; where M (j ) is an

integer identifying t he MIDI file segment D (j ) was extracted from , and array T, where T(j)

is an integer representing the poi nt in tim e (in some arbitrary time unit, e.g. milliseconds)

in t he MIDI file t ha t segment D (j ) starts at.

Computing the Vantage Obj ect Index

Assu me we are given a list of n vant age objects which are segments chosen from t he

database D , i.e. VI, V2 , . .. , Vn E {D (j ), 1 ::; j ::; IDI} . We shall compute the Vantage Object

Index by comparing the Vi to all segments in the database using a transportation distance.

We use t he Earth Mover 's Dist an ce (E MD) as t he t ranspor tation dist ance . To describ e

t he EMD, we need to introduce new notation which will however not be used afterwards

(i.e. the inner workings of the EMD are only examined here) . F irst let us form ally define th e

signat ure S(t ) of tune t. S(t) = { 8 1, 82 , ... , ,s ltl} where each 8i is a weighted point {(Xi , W i) } ,

where Xi E ffi.2 is t he position of a note in t he two-dimensional space, and ui, 2: 0 is its

asso ciated weight. Let W (S(t )) be the to t al weight of S(t) , i. e, W( S(t )) = L~~1 ui; for the

ui , in S(t ). Given the signatures S(td an d S(t2) of two tunes tl and ta, let i ij denote t he

flow of weight from note i in S(tl) to note j in S(t2) . T his flow is carried over dist ance

di sti; i, j) , which denotes t he ground distan ce between note i and not e j (in our case, t he

E uclidean dist an ce). The set F of all possible flows F = [Ii j ], 1 ::; i ::; Itll ,1 ::; j ::; It2/, is

defined by the following constraint s:

It21
L i ij < W i, 1 < i < Itl l (for the W belonging to S(tl))
j = 1

ltd
L i ij < Wj , 1 < j ::; It21 (for the W belonging to S(t2))
i = 1

ltd It21
L L Jij = min(W (S(tl )),W (S(t.2)))
i= 1 j = l

T he EMD is defined as :
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. ~Itl l ~lt21 di t( ' .) f'm2nFEF 6 i = 1 6j=1 ,28 2, J . i j

EMD(S(td, S(t2)) = min(W (S(tr)) ,W(S(t2)))

Thus the EMD calculates the optimal way in which weight can be carried from notes

in S(td to notes in S(t2) such that the condit ions for F are satisfied . The EMD can be

computed by solving the corresponding linear pr ogramming problem . Commonly this takes

exponential time in the number of notes to compute (polynomial-time algorithms outperform

the exponential algori thm in practice only for very large inputs, which is not what we are

dealing with). This is par tly mitigated by the fact that we apply it to a small and constant

number of notes, since most of the time we are comparing segments of const ant length m to

other segment s of the sam e length. Thus for t heoret ical purposes we consid er the EMD to

take constant time to compute, though in practi ce t he EMD is slow enough that a technique

such as Vantage Object Ind exing must be used to compensate for its sp eed .

In practice we enforce W(S(t1)) = W (S(t2)) by scaling the weights of one tune to match

the other before calculating the EMD. The reason for this is that the EMD is a metric if

this condition is satisfied and if the ground dist an ce is also a metric (which the Euclidean

dist ance is) . If the EMD were not a met ric, we cou ld not use it to perform Vantage Object

Ind exing. We also minimize the EMD by ensur ing that the pitch for the first note in t1

matches the pitch for t he first note in t2, i.e. we transpose one tune to match the starting

note of the other. This has the very important benefit of making retrieval scale-invariant,

i.e. the query can be sung st ar t ing at any pitch .

For more details on the EMD, please refer to [27].

Although the tran sportation distance always measures the distance between the signa

tures of two tunes , rather t han the tunes t hemse lves, for simplicity from this point forward

we shall refer to t he distan ce between two t unes , where it is a lways implied that their

sign at ur es must be computed first.

The Vantage Object Ind ex is an array I, where

I (i , j ) = EMD(Vi, D(j )), 1 ~ i ~ n , 1 < j < IDI

For our test collection of 10,000 MIDI files, IDI ~ 19 million. For n = 6, comput ing the

array I took roughly half an hour on one core of a Quad-Core Intel Xeon E5 320 (1.86GHz)

machine.
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In t his work, we ass ume the user has entered only one query, alt hough there would be

benefits to allowing multiple simult aneous queries (which could be combined with boolean

operators in the same way search terms are combined in a text search engine) .

T he idea behind Vantage Object Indexing is th e following. It is too expe nsive (in terms

of t ime) to compute the EMD between t he query q and every possible segm ent of length Iql
in the MIDI files at ret rieval time. Therefore we wish to precompute these valu es. However

we cannot guess all the possibl e queries q that will be submit ted to the system, so instead we

choose some reference segments (t he vantage objects) an d compare t hem to t he segments in

the datab ase. We must therefore also split q into segments of size m, to match t he segment

length of segments in t he database and of the vantage objects (which are simply segments

spec ially chosen from t he database).

The query q is divided into overlapping segments of length m (hence the query mus t be

at least m notes long). Unlike t he tunes extracted from t he MIDI files, the query could be

segmented using a spac ing larger than one note, allowing us to ma nage the degree to which

the matches in the database ap proximate the query. However in our implementation we

did not do this since we focused on the strictest matching to obtain t he smallest number of

candidate matches. The choice of a spacing of one note also simplifies notation .

Let qk be the segment of lengt h m starting at the kth note in the query. Then q is

divided into segm ents qi , q2 , .. ., qQ' i.e. where 0: = Iql- m + 1.

We wish to find all sequence of overlapp ing segments in the database that are sufficient ly

similar to t he sequence of overlapp ing segments in t he query. To do t his, we must compare

individual database segments to individual query segments. This is done as follows. First

t he EMD between the i t h vantage object a nd the kth query segment is calculated . Let

Then it is mat te r of using t he index a rray I (i , .j) to find out which segments in the database D

best approximate the query segments qi: Once thi s is known for each qk, it is a simple matter

to determine where in the database there exists a sequence D(j), D (j + 1), ... , D (j + 0: - 1)

which ap proximates t he sequence ai , qz , ... , qQ' T his is what is meant by approx imation: if

a segment tE D is similar t o qk, then the dist ance between qk and any given vantage obj ect

should be similar to the distance between t an d the same vantage ob jec t .
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Figure 3.3: 2-D representation of a pair of vantage objects, a query segment and nearby
database segments
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In figure 3.3, we abst ract the space of t unes (as compared to each other using the EMD)

into a two- dimensiona l space. Tr iangles represent segments in t he datab ase other t ha n t he

vantage obj ects. Suppose there are two vant age objects, VI and V2, and we wish to find all

segments in the database similar to q l. We expect t hat t hose segment s will be roughly as

dissimilar from VI and V2 as q l is, i.e. roughly t he same dist ance from ql. Hence we draw a

circle centered at VI which intersects q l. This circle int ersects all database segments which

are equa lly dissimilar from VI as ql ' However it is very unlikely th at t here are any at exactly

the same distance. If t here exists an exact match in the dat abase to ql, then it must be

located at the same location in this space as qi . However t he poin t of using t he EM D at

all is to perform approximate matching, an d it is very unlik ely that t he segments similar to

qi which we wish to pinpoint will be similar exactly such tha t t heir dist an ce from VI will

be equal. Hence we must allow for t he distances from VI to vary, i.e. we must allow for a

margin of error. In our adaptation of Van tage Object Indexing , t he manner in which we

prov ide t his margin of er ror is by choos ing a constant factor p and t hen lookin g for all tunes

that lie within (1 - p) and (1 + p) times t he dist an ce from VI to qI (see Figure 3.3 - not

to scale) . We do t he same for V2 . vVe now have two annular regions which intersect each

ot her, and we know that t he segments we are interested in must lie in the intersection of

t hese t wo regions. We have thus dramatically reduced the search space.

In t he algorithm, we perform t his for all vantage objects Vi, 1 :s; i :s; n (thus intersecting

n annular regions) , for all qk, for 1 :s; k ::; o , obtaining as a resul t the sets of database

segments which are sufficiently similar to each query segment qk . If n is well chosen, we

find ourselves wit h a relatively small set of segments contained in the intersection of all the

annular regions , for each qk. In our impl ementation, p = 0.2 gave optimal results for n = 6

an d sufficient ly long queries (Iql ;::;; 18). Lower values of p, e.g. p = 0.1, were too res tri ctive

an d often result ed in no matches for a query of length Iql = 18 (a ty pical query length for

our test queries - see section 4.2. 1 on t he study we performed) whereas t he correc t matches

were found with p = 0.2. Higher values, e.g . p = 0.4 , would eit her produce too many false

positives or cause t he search to take too long to terminate, or both. T he reason higher

values of p cau se t he search to take longer is clear by refer ring to Figure 3.3. The larger

t he margin of error , the larger t he annular regions and hence t he larger t heir intersections.

Larger intersect ions resul t in more databas e segments marked for consideration .
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Formally, let Tk be the set of indices j of datab ase segments D(j) that match qk. Then:

Once we have matched all the q«, 1 ~ k ~ 0', to segments in th e database, we need to

det ermine the t rue matches to the ent ire query q.

This is straightforward: since each qk overlap s with qk+l by all except the first note in

qk, and the same goes for D(j) and Di] + 1), we know that the query q is matched only if

ql , q2, ... , qo: match D (j) , D (j + 1) , ..., D(j + 0' - 1) for some j , 1 ~ j ~ IDI - 0' + 1. Given

j , we then know t ha t q matches approximately t he segment of length Iql in MIDI file j\!J(j)

starting at time T(j). Let p be the set of all such j for a given query q. Then:

The intermediate result set is then:

R = {(M (j ), T(j) )lj E p}

The final resul t set is produced by keeping only one (M(j ),T(j )) E R for each MIDI

file M(j), the one with the lowest T(j ). In other words, we keep only the earli est match

from each MIDI file for the user to review. Finally we calculate the EMD between q and

t he segments of length Iql st ar ting at (NJ(j), T(j)), and produce a sorted resul t list, sorted

by increasing EMD.

We have mathematically fully described t he indexing and retrieval processes , and for

completeness we present the corres ponding algori thms: Algorithms 7, 8 and 9.

The running t ime and space requirements of Algorithm 7 are directly proportional to

t he number of chords in the MIDI file collection . The space requirement of Algorithm

8 is O(nID I), and its theoret ical running ti me is O(nIDllogIDI) since the first loop takes

O(nIDI) time (since as explained earlier the EMD is theoretically assumed to take constan t

time between segments of fixed length) and the second loop takes O(nIDllogIDI) time.

However in practi ce the first loop dominates t he running t ime since each EMD operation

does take a relatively long time.

T he motivation for creating the lists .0.i , Pi in Algorithm 8 becomes clear in Algori thm

9.

T he space requirement of Algori thm 9 is O(O'ID I), which is mainly consumed by arr ay

A . The space requirement is reduced when we int roduce spat ial indexing. The worst-case
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Input: A list F of MIDI files (i. e. F (j ), 1 ~ j :S IFI), the seg ment length m
Output: List D of segments extracted from F , list M of t he MIDI file number

corresponding to each segment, list T of the starting time corresponding to
each segment

IDI f-- 0
for If-I to IFI do

u f-- all MIDI voices (excep t for pe rc uss ions) in F (l ) chained in to one ;
t f-- the tune cons ist ing of the highest note in each chord in v ;
for j f-- 1 to ItI - tri + 1 do

D (lDI + j ) f-- the segment of len gth m star t ing a t position j in t ;

M(IDI + j ) f-- I ;
T(IDI + j) f-- the time in F (l ) corresponding to the start of D(IDI + j)

end
IDI f-- IDI+ ItI - m. + 1

end

Algorithm 7 : CreateSegme ntDat a base

Input: List D of seg ments, list F of MIDI files, the number n of va nt age object s ,
vant age objects Vl , V2, ... , Vn

Output: List I of distances from a ll vantage objects to all database segments, lis ts
~i of sort ed dis t ances from each database segme nt to each vantage object
i , lists Pi of corresponding database segment numbers

for i f-- 1 to n do
for j f--- 1 to IDI do
I I(i , j ) f-- ETVID (vi , D(,j ))

end
end
for i f--- 1 to n do

A f--- ((I (i , 1), 1), (I (i, 2), 2), ... , (I(i, IDI) , IDI)) ;
A f-- QuickSort (A, key = first element of each pair) ;
~i f--- a list composed of t he first element of each pair of A ;
Pi f--- a list composed of the second elem ent of each pai r of A

end

Algorithm 8 : CreateVantageObject Index
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Input : Q uery tune q , list D of seg ments, t he number n of vantage o bjects. va ntage ob jects
Vl , V2, ... , V n , lists .6.; of so rted distan ces from eac h database segme nt to each va ntage
obje ct i , lists Pi of corresponding da tabase segme nt num bers

Output: Results list. R with data on the first segment in eac h MIDI file matched
a <-I ql - rti + 1
for k <- 1 to (l' do

I
ql.: <- the segment of length t ri starting a t. note k in q ;

for z <- 1 to n do dk,i <- EMD (qk,Vi)

end
/* We n ow compute ~ = ni'=l{j 1(1 - P)(h- ,i :::; I (i ,j ) :::; (1+ p)dk,i , 1 _ j :::; IDI} */
A(k, j ) <- 0,1 :::; k _ a, 1 :::; j :::; ID/
for k <- 1 to a do

for i <- 1 to n do
jstart <- Floa tBinar ySearch (.6.;, (1 - P)(h ,i) ;
j ' lId <- Fl oa t.Bina rySear chf A r, (1 .-p)dk,i )
for j <- j sta rt to i-.« do A(k , Pi (j )) <- A(k ,Pi (j )) + 1

end
end
/* We now compute p = nL l{jlj + k - 1 E ~} */
T(L ) <- 00, 1 ':::; I :::; IFI
for j <- 1 to IDI do

match. <- true ;
for k f - 1 to a do

if A (k , j ,', k - 1) -:f n then

I
m atch. <- false ;
exit loop

en d
end
if match. = true then

if T(j) < T(M (j )) then
T(M(j)) <- T (j ) ;
t <- th e segme nt of length Iql start ing a t. t ime T (j ) in F (Al (j )) ;
o(M(j )) - , EMD (t , q)

end
end

end
IRI <- 0
for L ,_ . 1 to IFI do

if T(L ) i- 00 then

I
R(IRI + 1) <- (6(L) , I ,T(I)) ;
IRI~ IRI+ 1

e n d
end
R ,_. Qu ickSort( R , key = first eleme nt of each triplet )

Algorithm 9: SearchUsin gVantageObj cctIn dex
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running time is O(cm + on( loglD I + ID! ) + olDI + IFI+ IRI 2
) (since QuickSort can take

time 0(IRI 2
) ) = O(oniDI+ IFI+ IRI2 ) ::::; O(oniDI + IRI 2

) since IFI « IDI· a and n are

small numbers, but IDI is not . This running time neatly points out the loop that is the

bottleneck of the algorit hm , i.e. the loop needed to perform A(k, Pi(j)) ~ A(k, Pi( j) ) + 1

which in practice is made even worse by the sluggishness of memory access (result ing in

approximately 30 seconds of running time for a typi cal query containing 18 notes on our

test machine). This is slow in pr actice becau se A is a very large array, and writing to wide

swat hs of it causes cache misses cont inua lly, t hus redu cing th e speed of the impl ementation

not to the CPU or cache speed but to t he access t ime of physical RAM. We alleviate t his

bottleneck by computing a spatia l index from the Vantage Obj ect Index (B-t rees were used

to solve thi s problem in [27]).

Finally we describe the FloatBinarySearch fun ction (Algorit hm 10) since it differs from

a regular binary search in that the value searched does not need to be exactly matched.

The requirement is that when a value v is sought in a list L , the returned position j is such

that L(j) :::; v :::; L (j + 1) . Clearly just as for a regular binar y sea rch the running time is

O(log IL I) since at every iteration the search space is cut in half .

Input: List L , value v to be found
Output: Position j in L which best matches v
min ~ 1
1* ILl - 1 instead of ILl since L irno.x + 1) might be accessed.

max ~ ILI- 1
while true do

j ~ lm in t m ax J
if L(j) < v :::; L (j + 1) then
I exit loop

else if L(j ) < v then
I min ~ j

else
I max ~ j

end

end

Algorithm 10: FloatBinarySearch
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Algorithm 8 provided us with the distance ~i(k) from each database segment to each vantage

object i sorted in order of increasing distan ce, and the corresponding datab ase segment

number Pi(k), where 0 ~ k < IDI. That is, ~Jk) = EMD(Vi, D(Pi(k))) = I( i, Pi(k)). We

divide each of these lists into a constant number (3 of bins (represented as sets) containing

equ al numbers of it ems . The size of each such bin is then (J = L I~I J (if (3 does not divide

IDI, we neglect the small number of database segments, among millions, that would be lost

due to thi s division in each case - so far thi s hasn't been a problem). Note that in thi s

section and in the algorit hms of thi s section, we use O-based array indexing for simplicity

of notation, except where we are referring to previously defined arrays which use I-based

array indexing.

Let Pib be the bt h bin for Pi, 0 ~ b < (3, i.e.:

Recall that I (i ,j ) = ElvID (vi, D(j )). Let bin (i , 8) be the bin number for Pi t ha t contains

a segment with distance 8 from Vi, or would cont ain it due to the sorting in ~i' That is,

for some i. .i: E ~bin (i. <5 ) ' I(i ,jd ~ 8 < I (i , h )·

Recall that Ti. is the set of indi ces j of datab ase segments D(j) that match query segment

qk, i.e.:

We now have a way to approxim ate Tk , that is to obtain a superset of it which hopefully

does not contain too many extraneous element s:

The spatial index is defined as :

That is, S(b l , bz, ..., bn ) is the precomputed int ersection of bin b, for vantage object VI,

bin b: for vantage obj ect V2 , and so on, until bin b., for vantage obj ect V n. There are (3n.

such intersecti ons.

This allows us to simplify the computat ion to:
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Algorithm 11 describes how to create the spatial ind ex S given the Vantage Object Index

represented by ~i a nd Pi. Algorithm 12 is an adaptat ion of Algorithm 9 which uses spatial

indexing to speed up retrieval.

Input: Lists ~i of sorted distances from each database segment to each vantage
obj ect i, lists Pi of corresponding database segment numbers, number IDI of
database segments, number of bins f3

Output: Spati al index S
a <- ll~IJ ;
/* Although we defined Pib as a set, we store it as a sorted list. */
for i <- 1 to n do
I for b <- 0 to f3 - 1 do Pi b f- QuickSort(Pi(b(/... (b + 1)(/ - 1))

end
/* ' =' indicates symbolic correspondence (pointer assignment). */

WIb = PI b ' 0 ::; b ::; f3 - 1
for i <- 2 to n do

I
for j f- 0 to f3i - 1 do Wi <- IntersectSortedLists(Wi _ 1 . , p i ( d (3) )

J (l ~ J) J mo .

end
S(b l , bz, ... , bn ) = Wn (1'- 1) (n 2) , 0 ::; b, ::; f3 - 1, 1 ::; i ::; n

(b j/3 + b2 :J - +...+ bn )

Algorithm 11: CreateSpat ialIndex

IntersectSortedLists returns a list as a result , and can be implemented to take linear

running time in the length of the longest list.

The worst-case running time for Algori thm 11 is O(nf3(/ 2 + f3n (/ ). The first loop takes

o(n{3(/2), since the worst case time for Qui ckSort is 0((/2). The second loop takes O( {3n(/),

since lPibl = o and I:~=2 (f = (3 ~+~ ; 1 -{3 - 1 which is O( {3n).

The average running time for Algorithm 11, corresponding to the average running time

for Qui ckSort, is th en O(n{3(/ log o + f3n (/) .

The worst-case running time for Algorithm 12 is O( a(nlog IDI + {3it (n + (/)) + IRI 2) ~

O(an log IDI +a{3n(/ + IRI 2
) sin ce n « o . Although the factor a{3n(/ appears worse than the

corresponding anlDI factor in Algorithm 9, in practice numbiris, < {3 for each i (that is, a fte r

all, t he point of spatial ind exin g), and usually IS(bl , b2 , .. . , bn)1 « a since S(h, b2 , ... , bn) is

the result of intersecting n different sets with a or fewer elements. In practice Algorith m 12

runs ab out 10 times faster than Algorithm 9 becau se the main bottleneck is sharply reduced
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Input: Query tune q, list D of segmen ts, the number n of van t age ob jects, vantage
objects VI , V2, ..., Vn, sp ati al ind ex S , number of bins 13, lists .6. i of sor ted
distances from each database segment to each vantage obj ect i , lists P;. of
corres po nding database seg ment numbers

Output: Resul ts list R with dat a on t he first segment in each MIDI file matched
0: (- Iql - m + 1
for k (- 1 to 0: do

I
qk (- the segm ent of length m starting at note k in q ;
for i (- 1 to n do dk,i (- ElVID (qk, Vi)

end
/* We now approximat e Tk as

US(bl , bz , ..., bn), bin(i , (1 - p)dk,i ) ::; b, ::; bin(i , (1+ p)dk,i) , 1 ::; i ::; n */

(5 (- LI ~ I J ;
A (k, j ) (- 0, 1 < k ::; 0:, 1 < j < IDI
for k (- 1 to 0: do

for i (- 1 to n do
siartbiru (- [Fl oat.BinarySearch fzxj, (1 - p)dk,i)/(5J
eridbin, (- [Elo at.BinarySearch fA j, (1 + p)dk,i)/ (5J
numbins, (- endbin, - starib in , + 1

end

rnun.bin s.in.S (- TI~=l numbiu s., ;

for b (- °to numbine.iriS - 1 do
for i (- 1 to n do

bi (- startbin, + L(b mod TI~= } numbins"( )/ TI~~\ numbin s'"lJ

/» We consider TI~=l = 1 */
end
for I (- 1 to [S( b1 , b2, ... , bn)1do

/* Recall t hat we repre s ent S (b1 , b2, ..., bn) as a sorted list . */
j (- S (b}, b2, ..., bn)(l ) ;
A(k, Pi(,j )) (- A(k, P;U )) + 1

end

end

end

/* We now compute p = nk=l {jjj + k - 1 E 1k} */
/» */
/* The remainder is t he same as in Algori thm 9. */

Algorithm 12: SearchUsingVantageO bjectAndSpat ialIndices
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(the number of sluggish memory accesses represented by A(k, Pi(j)) +- A(k, Pi(j)) + 1 is

much smaller).

In our implementation, for a collection of 10,000 MIDI files, {3 = 8 works well and allows

Algorithm 11 to finish in a few minutes. Higher values of {3 caused Algorithm 11 to take

much longer to finish (due to the (3n factor in the running time) without causing appreciable

improvement in the quality of results or in the running time of Algorithm 12.

Choosing good vantage objects

A crucial step in creating a Vantage Object Index is choosing vantage objects with good

properties. One very important property [27] is that vantage objects should discriminate well

between database segments, i.e. that any given pair of vantage objects will have on average

sufficiently different distances to a given database segment. We measure this by comput

ing Pearson's correlation between the distances from one vantage object to the database

segments and the distances from the other vantage object to the same segments (for quick

execution, we do this comparison not for all database segments but for a randomly chosen

sample set). The lower the correlation, the more useful the vantage objects are when nar

rowing down the choice of database segments similar to a query segment. Another useful

criterion we have employed is to keep the vantage objects themselves at a certain minimum

distance from each other, thus increasing the chance that the first criterion will be met.

The selection process we employed to automatically find ti good vantage objects that satisfy

these two criteria is straightforward:

1. Randomly select the first vantage object from the database.

2. While n vantage objects have been not been selected:

(a) Randomly select the next vantage object from the database.

(b) Check that the distance between the new object and each previously chosen

vantage object is greater than T.

(c) If so, check if the magnitude of the Pearson's correlation between the new object

and each previously chosen vantage object is less than max..

(d) If so, keep the new vantage object. Otherwise discard it.

We obtained good results for a database of 10,000 MIDI songs (where n = 6 and the

segment length m = 6 were used, as previously stated) by choosing T = 20 and max; =
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0.65. We found it very difficult to find 6 vantage obj ects in the database with a Pearson 's

correlat ion much lower than 0.65 between each other, i.e. the selection process would not

terminate in reasonable t ime, hence we sett led on thi s choice of m ax -: The choice of T is

not as important , but a reasonable value helps guide th e process of select ing vantage objects

that satisfy the max.. constraint, thus helping the selection process to terminate sooner .

Difficulties and limitations

Vantage Object Indexing presents the following theoreti cal difficulties:

• There is a difficult tradeoff: t he lar ger th e allowed margin of error p (at retrieval time)

around the vantage objects, the greater the chance that a long query will return th e

result we want (as opposed to 0 results), but the larger the number of resul ts returned

for a short query.

• The overlap between query segments is another difficult choice that must be made. If

the overl ap is dense (in our implementation it is 1, the densest possible), it ensures

that , if t he query has just the right number of notes, it will result in a match (if one

exists) even if the notes are slight ly off in pitch. It also ensures that if the query is

long enough, few or no false positives are returned . However , if the query does have

notes missing or extraneous notes, it would benefit from a sparser overl ap.

These trad eoffs are difficult because they depend on unknown variables: the true in

tend ed length of the query (wit hout extra or deleted notes, if any), and the t rue intended

notes for the query (without errors introduced in the melody recognition process or by th e

user).

Another difficult choice is, when combining pitch and duration on the plane (which we

have not don e as we wished to focus on pitch) , what proportion does one assign to duration

with respect to pitch? If pitches are too close tog et her with resp ect to note durations and

onset times, or vice versa , t he ENID will cheat and exchange notes that are perceived to be

far apar t by a human list ener (far apart either in t ime or in pitch). This tradeoff is difficult

again due to our ignorance of the user: is the user better at pitch or at rhyt hm? To make

mat ters more difficult, thi s is something that needs to be decided at indexing t ime, since

it must be hard coded into the ENID. There is probably no simple (if any) way to allow

this proportion to be vari able and st ill have an index of dist ances to van tage objects. One

possibility to address t his is to have mul tipl e indexes: some for users with good rhythm and
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bad pitch, others for good pitch and bad rhythm. Perhaps multiple indexes can be used

simultaneously and their results weighted. However as we note next, even a single index

already proves difficult in practical terms.

There are several practical limitations to Vantage Object Indexing. An important one

is that the index takes up a great deal of space in main memory. For each segment in the

database, we store a 32-bit floating point number for each vantage object (the EMD), as

well as a 32-bit integer (the segment number). For 10,000 MIDI songs, this amounts to a

1 gigabyte index, which is what we used in our tests. But our entire collection has over

100,000 songs and we would like to index them all. Also we could not simply use the index

on disk. As seen in Algorithms 9 and 12, we use binary search to locate items in the 6i

indices, and on a hard disk this would mean a physical disk seek at every step of the binary

search. Even O(logIDI) physical disk seeks is excessive when each disk seek takes on the

order of milliseconds to complete. Furthermore, in a production environment, we would not

want hundreds of simultaneous users to cause the hard drive to wear itself down very quickly

in this manner. The Pi indices could not be retrieved with disk access at all, because it

would require reading large arrays to memory at each time array A is updated in Algorithm

9 (because very often there is a large number of segments returned when the margin of error

p is large, which is the case in our implementation where p = 0.2).

Last (and least), the indexing step takes considerable time. On a 3.2 GHz Pentium 4

machine, it takes roughly half an hour to index 10,000 songs. This may not sound like much,

but it restricts our ability to perform exhaustive experiments where many different segment

overlaps and many different configurations of the EMD are tried, for example. However,

indexing is trivial to set up for parallel processing, so this is not a significant roadblock.

Conclusion

Aside from the aforementioned difficulties, Vantage Object Indexing is a very promising

approach to melody retrieval. It is flexible in allowing for errors and ambiguity in queries,

and the transportation distance can be set to any measure that satisfies the triangle inequal

ity. Vantage Object Indexing strikes a balance between the simple but insufficient melodic

similarity measures (such as string edit distances) and the complete and all-encompassing

but slow and complex measures (such as the Hidden Markov Model method described in

[15]) .
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A few interest ing observat ions that came of our implementation of Vantage Object In

dexing are :

• Vantage Object Indexing used with over lapping segments is more restrict ive t han

simple use of EMD, not only because it has a sharp cutoff (eit her a tune is in t he

intersection of t he an nul ar regions or it is not , as seen in figure 3.3) but also because

app licat ions of the EMD on short overlapping segments (i.e. small m) allows for fewer

mistakes in t he tune than would applica t ion of the EMD on the entire query if the

query is long. This is wort h explor ing fur t her both theoretically and exp er imentally,

because it raises an interesting point : that t he introduction of an indexing system

int roduces ideas and constraint s which help rather t han hinder the retrieval process.

• It might be useful for the margin p to be a funct ion of the length of t he query to help

preven t overly short queries fro m resulting in too many matches and over ly long ones

from resulting in no mat ches.

• Curren t ly we are storing the dist an ces from a vantage object to each segment in

the database, sorted in order of increas ing distan ce. By observ ing t he graphs of t hese

sorted distances, we have noted that t hey are often very nearl y piecewise linear (except

for sharp curvature near the origin and between linear pieces) and could be stored as

a piecewise funct ion to be computed on the fly. This would save half t he memory

needed to store the index. It would add comp lexity to t he indexing step (we would

need to determine these functions, and that would be a di ffi cul t task because not all

portions of t he curve are linear , and we ca nnot guarantee that all such curves are

amenable to t his approach) . However it would pro bably not add much ti me to the

ret rieval: cur rently we perform a bin ar y search t o find the r ight location in the curv e

(represented by t he ~i indices) - we could instead use a binary search that locates t he

right piece in the piecewise funct ion. Alternatively to save memory we could simply

store one out of every two or four dist an ces in the ~i indices, for example, in which

case we wouldn' t lose much in terms of resolution.

3.3 Architecture

The Musiseek search engine is our implementa tion of t he algorit hms described in sect ion 3.2.

It consists of two phases: a compilation ph ase. which is run first and which pre-processes and

indexes all raw collected data (i.e. the MIDI file collection and t he MusicBrainz database)
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Song name matcher

Song metadata ta ble

Filenames
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Other data for each track (yea r. Amazon ASIN. e tc .) :
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I

MIDI filenam es with best sonq/artist/album name match

I
MIDI files,

!MusicBrainz database (PostgreSQL)
I 'I Song/artist/album names for each trac~,

MIDI file collection

MIDI data extra ctor

I
Music data for eac h so ng
s tri ppe d ofr metadata

I Raw music data (pitch & timing information)

Vantage Object Index

Sp atial Index

Figure 3.4: Compilation phase of the Musiseek search eng ine

int o a form suitable for runtime operation. The runtime client / server operat ion of t he search

engine , where queries are processed, is referred to as the operation phase. We descr ibe each

in t urn .

3.3.1 Compilation phase

F igure 3.4 summarizes th e compilation phase. The filenames from the MIDI file collect ion

are matched against real song titles, album names and art ist names from the MusicBrain z

database as described in Algorithms 1 and 2. The matchin g nam es from the MusicBrain z

database are th en combined with other data for each track (song) to form t he song metad ata

table (desc ribed at the end of section 3.2.1) which combines all non- audible inform ation we

maintain abo ut eac h song .

As for t he audible informat ion, MIDI files are to o large a.nd too complex to be used

di rectly in th e operat ion phase and furthermore they must be indexed , so we redu ce t hem

to thei r bas ic comp onents in the compila tion phase.

The data we extract from t hem is:

• Raw data containing differences (measured in semitones) between consec ut ive note

pit ches in a song (one byte per pair of consecutive notes), and the dura tions (measured
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in thirtysecond notes) of each note in a song (one byte per duration). Thus the size

of the raw data is divided equ ally between pitch and duration information . In the

operation phase this data is kept in RAM at all times for performance reasons.

• Precise timing data, i.e. the point in time, in a MIDI file, that each note is played

(array T in Algorithm 9). The sole purpose of this data is to be able to start playback

of a song pre cisely at the time of the occurrence of the first note of the query tune

entered by the user. In th e operat ion phase, thi s information is fetched from disk

when necessary (i.e. it is not stored in RAM ).

The data extraction from the MIDI files is based ent irely on Dustin Caldwell's excellent

practi cal and succinct description of the MIDI file format [33], which we summariz e in

sect ion 4 of Appendix A. For efficiency, the extract ion process uses two threads: one to read

from the disk, and one to process the data and write the output to disk.

The database of segments D is directly based on the extracted raw pitch data. The

Vantage Object Index is created from it as described in Algorithm 8. Finally, th e spat ial

index is created from th e Vantage Object Ind ex as described in Algorithm 11.

3.3.2 Operation phase

The operation phase uses a standard client/server approach , where t he user connects with

a client and send s queries to a server, which returns search results to the client. Figure 3.5

summarizes the operation ph ase.

Server

On start up, the server (a binary executa ble writ ten in C++) locates all the relevant data

files on disk and loads into RAM the song met ad ata table, the Vantage Object Index, the

Spatial Index and the raw musi c data (which the server uses dir ectly its impl ementation

of Algorithms 9 and 12 - see vari abl e t in Algori thm 9). It then waits for incoming client

connect ions on T CP l IP port 1552 (arbit rarily chosen not to conflict with popular ports th at

could also be in use on the same physical server). T he protocol followed is minimalist but

based on the idea in HTTP of sending a request in text format followed by a newlin e char

ac ter. Replies ar e sent back with a length and a bit indicating whether BZIP2 com press ion

was used to shrink t he reply to reduce t ra nsfer t ime (the client is equipped wit h a BZIP2

decod ing librar y). BZIP2 compression is used whenever it actually shrinks t he size of t he
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Figure 3.5: Operation phase of the Musiseek search engine
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reply (it notably does not if the reply is already compressed, e.g. a JPEG image, or if the

reply is only a few bytes long). All MIDI files are pr e-compressed to save processing time

(MIDI files benefit great ly from BZIP2 compression, becoming on average almost 4 tim es

smaller).

The server sets up a single listening thread which accepts incoming client connect ions. As

soon as a new connection is made, a new dedicated thread is launched for that connect ion to

handle client queries and return results to t he client (melody search is handled by Algorithms

9 and 12, and text search is handled by straight forward brute-force case-insensi tive string

matchin g, which is acce ptable since th e song metadata tabl e is sm all ) . This t hread is kept

alive until the clien t disconnects (closes the web brow ser running the applet) . A fixed

maximum number of such threads is chose n (currently 32, due to memory limitations).

Thus, unlike a web browser which renegoti ates an HTTP connect ion when a new web page

is fetched from a server when a link is followed by a user , our server maintains the connect ion

alive for maximum efficiency, in part becau se t he goal is for search results to be returned in

realt ime whenever possibl e (alt hough cur rent ly this is only possible for met ad ata searches,

since melody searches t ake a few seconds to complete) . The server benefits from a mult icore

pr ocessing environment because of its multithreaded nature. All threads sha re t he same

read-only music data , metadata and indi ces, and each st ores its own data compress ion and

t ransmission buffers , table of search results, query data , and related data st ruct ures . Upon

thread star t, it is ass umed t hat all songs match the query (since the query is empty), as

opposed to no son gs matching it. This is so that the user immediately sees the total number

of songs available to him/her, and for th e user to reali ze th e nature of the sea rch engine:

it start s with the ent ire set of songs and narrows it down based on information ente red,

as opposed to starting from no matches and building up a list of songs. The user will

quickl y realize t hat all t he sea rch fields are ANDed together , i.e. only songs satisfying all

t he given constrain ts are returned. There is cur rent ly no way to enter multiple melodies

(a ll to be present in the same song), or to OR the search fields. Only a few songs are

returned per viewabl e page (currently 9), for t hree reasons: not to overwhelm th e user, for

fast t ransmission of the resul ts table (sending only a few search results in a text tabl e is very

fast), and to make it difficult for mass-downloading of MIDI files from the serv er , which is

imp or tant du e to copyright considerat ions, to pr event abuse of server bandwidth , an d to

prevent anyone from instantly having a copy of the collection.

A final note: for efficiency, the op eration phase is ind ependent of the PostgreSQL
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datab ase whi ch was used in the compilat ion ph ase. All the informati on needed from it

was saved during the compilat ion phase to the song metad ata tab le in a text file.

Client

The client is a Java applet which runs in the user's web browser and employs three threads:

one main thread which covers most heavy processing and user int erface events, another

for playback of MIDI files, an d anot her for communication. The reason for a separate

communication thread is clear: we do not want the user int erface to be hung up while we

ar e waiting for or receiving a reply from the serve r . We especially don' t wan t t he user

interface to han g when communication fails . The reasons for t he separate MIDI playb ack

thread are (1) maximum responsiveness of play/stop user operat ions on .MIDI playback

and (2) for MIDI playback to be independent of what is happening on t he user interface

and communications side (i.e. if the results table changes, for example, we do not want the

MIDI playback to be affected unt il the user requests a new song to be played or th e old one

stopped). Note however t ha t individual MIDI notes played when t he user ente rs t he query

tune on an on-screen piano are played back using t he main thread. For communication

between thread s, no thread-safe locks are used. Instead , the communica t ion an d MIDI

playback threads sit in a loop wait ing for a flag to be set which indicates t ha t their service

is requested. When this happens they immediately grab the par ameters required for thei r

operation and make a copy of them or use t hem right away before another thread has t ime

to modify their values.

The main t hread does not wait for resul ts from the ot her two t hreads except to determine

if there was a problem connect ing with t he server up on start up. T he communication thread

is responsible for updati ng the sear ch resul ts table by itself, and the MIDI playback thread

is responsibl e for handling mouse events related to clicking of the play/ stop button and

dr agging of t he playback progress slider , as well as for updating the playback time label.

T he MIDI playback thread can accept on ly one au to mated request from anot her thread:

to play a new IvIIDI file. All other interact ion wit h t he MIDI t hread is user-in iti ated .

The communication thread accepts two requests from the main thread :

• Per form a search, i.e. inform t he server of a new restriction on t he search resul ts

entered by t he user (in melody or metadata form), and await the new resul ts list .

• Respond to a mouse click on t he results table, which requ ires requesting the server
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to obtain the album image (a default blank image is returned when no album image

is available) and the MIDI file for the selected song in t he resul t s table, and then

requesting the MIDI playback thread to play that song.

The user has no direct influence on the communicat ion thread , although the lat ter dir ectly

updates the user interface.

The user int erface (hand led chiefly by the main thread) currently accepts the following

search input:

• Voice recording.

• On-screen pian o input.

• "Title/album/artist" "contains/starts with" a user-provided st ring.

• The song class ificat ion (class ical, TV theme, etc. - an arbit rary classification which

comes from the MIDI file collection) .

• Song release year range (minimum and max imum years) .

• Option to include songs with unk nown release dates.

vVe allow for searches by title since some people may use the search engine even if they

already know t he name or par t of the name of th e song (for example, to find out the na me

of the composer , or simply to hear the song).

T he sear ch results cur rent ly provide the title for each song , and if availabl e, t he

• art ist ,

• album name,

• class ificat ion, and

• album year.

The tr uly nontrivial part of t he client is t he impl ementation of Algori thm 5 for melody

recognit ion. It is not real-t ime, i.e. the applet wai ts until the user stops recording before

any processing is done. It then blocks t he ent ire user interface until it is finished . This is

done becau se we do not wan t the user entering a different melody on the piano or trying

to overwrite the recording while t he processin g is taking place. Melody recogni tion is fast

enough that it is seamless on modern machines. It is done on t he client side to:

• Avoid t he extra bandwidth use and serve r processing cost of sendi ng t he voice record

ing to the server and doing the recogni t ion t here.
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• Avoid overl oading the server memory with voice recordings.

• Distribute some of the processin g.

• Avoid penalizing users on a slow In ternet connect ion (in which case it would take too

long to send the record ing) .

• Avoid compromising the pri vacy of users who would not wan t t heir voice record ings

sent across t he Internet or used/stored on a server.
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Evaluation

Two aspects of our approach needed evaluat ion. The name matching algorithms (see secti on

3.2.1 ) needed to be evaluated to see what level of quali ty they could lend to t he organizat ion

of the MIDI file collection. The melody recog nit ion (section 3.2.2) together with t he melody

comparison (section 3.2.3) algorithms needed to be evalu ated as a whole to see how well

they handled test queries produced by various users. Also of int erest is how well users can

follow the instructions for recording of au dio.

4.1 Name matching

4.1.1 Experiments

T he performan ce of the short/long filename classifier and of the artist nam e present / absent

filename classifier (section 3.2.1) was measured by using t he manually created test sets which

were described in detail in sect ion 3.2.1.

The test sets for long and shor t names were merged , and then the classifier was asked

to distinguish between th em. We th en com pared th e output of th e classifier to the original

un-m erged tes t set s. The resul ts are shown in Figure 4.1. Ou t of 500 nam es, 30 were

officiall y misclassified , resulting in a precision of 470/ 500 = 94% for t he short/ long name

classifier. Of the 30 misclassified na mes, upon closer inspecti on , roughly half were boundary

cases , i.e. they could just as easily fit under eith er class, e.g. Smokin.mid, nbc.theme.mid , an d

coincidentally, Borderline.mid. T he other half were clearl y misclassified, e.g. Text alert .mid

is clearly a long name , while ONTEB0012 .mid is clearly a short nam e.

77
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• Nam es in the short names test set : 202
• Names in th e long names test set : 298
• Names in t he merged tes t set: 500

• Nam es classified as short: 220
• Names classified as long: 280

• Nam es classified as short which were in the long names test set: 24
• Names classified as long which were in the short names test set : 6

Figure 4. 1: Performan ce of th e short / long filename classifier
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Similarly, the test sets for art ist names presen t /absent were merged , and the classifier

was asked to distinguish between t hem. Comparing its output to the original un-merged

test sets, the resul ts were as shown in Figure 4.2. Out of 500 nam es, 55 were officially

misclassified, result ing in a precision of 445/ 500 = 89% for the artist na mes present /absent

classifier. The 2 filenames that were misclassified as having an ar t ist name act ua lly had

album names written in the same way artist nam es would normally be. As for the 53

filenames misclassified as not having an artist name, one (Beatles 033.mid) in fact had no

song ti tle (hence t he confusion), and a few ot hers would have required higher semantic

pro cessing to determine that an art ist na me was present , e.g. Chopin's Polonaise in A major,

Military (Op 40, No 1).mid , where the ar ti st's name is subtly inserted as part of the title, and

depechemodestrangelove.mid, where one would need to first segment the nam e into words

(perhaps using a dictionar y approach) and then check through t he database of ar t ist names

to see that "Depeche Mode" is t he band and "Strangelove" is the t it le (not "Strange Love" ,

to make matters more difficult ).

To measure the performance of the artist nam e matching algorithm (Algor it hm 1) on real

examples, we create d a tes t set of 100 randomly chosen artist names which were ext racted

from the MIDI filenames (which contain extract s from MIDI filenames which resemble but

are not in reali ty art ist nam es), and asked Algorit hm 1 to match t hem to artist names in

t he Musi cBrainz datab ase. Of t he 100 artist nam es from filenames, 60 were matched to th e

correct artist name from the MusicBrainz database (as determined by manual review of the

matches) . Of t he 40 th at matched incorr ectly, 37 matched to no ar t ist nam e at all, and

3 matched incorrectl y. The three t ha t matched incorrectly were (MIDI filename artist --4

MusicBrainz artist) : G Castro --4 Castro , Malu --4 Mal , villa --4 At t he Vill a. We considered
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• Nam es in the "ar t ist names present" test set : 168
• Names in the "ar ti st na mes absent" test set: 332
• Names in the merged test set : 500

• Na mes classified as having an ar t ist na me: 117
• Na mes class ified as not having an artist name: 383

• Names classified as having an ar tist nam e which were in the art ist na mes
absen t test set : 2

• Names classified as not having an artist name which were in the artist
names present t est set : 53

Figure 4.2: Performan ce of the ar t ist names presen t /absent class ifier
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the first not to be a match since there are many artists with t he las t nam e Castro and we

should not assume such a match. Some reasons t he 37 names matched to no artist at all

ar e:

• Some filename art ist names were not tr ue ar t ist names (e.g . Fiddler on t he Roof,

AberturadoShow - in Portuguese, Abertura do Show mean s Opening of t he Show,

hence t his is probably a track descriptor )

• Mism atch of conjunction (e.g. BrewerAndShipley ---+ Brewer & Shipley)

• Tokeni zation mismatch (e.g. BoneThugsNHarmony ---+ Bone Thugs-N-Harmony)

• No tokeniza tion indi cator (capital letter , space or otherwise) , (e.g. Bragaboys ---+ Braga

Boys)

• Mismatch due to missing accents (e.g. Alejandro Fernandez ---+ Alejandro Fernandez)

• The MusicBrainz datab ase does not contai n all ar ti sts, e.g. Lourdes Robles. T his

is, however , a rare problem since we identified fewer th an 5000 art ists in our MIDI

collect ion, whereas the MusicBrain z datab ase covers 340,000 art ists).

To measure t he performance of t he ti tl e matching algorit hm (Algorithm 2), we compared

a list of 571 Beatles MIDI filenames from our MIDI collectio n, and ma tched them to all 2864

song titles from t he MusicBrainz datab ase for the art ist "The Beatles." Clear ly both lists

contained many duplicates and/or extraneous names.

T he filenam es were mixed short / long, and none of them contained t he art ist name.

A manu al review of t he matches indicates that t he short / long filename classifie r correctly

classified all t he filenames into 345 short and 226 long na mes. Of the short names, 265 out
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of 345 (::::; 77%) were matched to the correct son g title (a lso determined by manual review) .

Of the remaining 80 filenames , 51 were not matched t o any title, and 29 were matched to

the wrong ti tl e. Some of the reason s for not finding any match are:

• Extraneous characters in the filename, e.g. pennygm .mid (could not match "P enny

Lane" ) - gm probably st ands for "General MIDI".

• Mis-spellings, e.g. obladee.mid, allmyluv.mid (could not match "Ob-La Di , Ob-La Da" ,

"All My Loving").

• A numeral could not match it s corresponding word, e.g . 8dayswk .mid (could not match

"Eight Days a Week" )

• The first letter of the next word is the last letter present from the previous word ,

e.g. 09norwod .mid (could not match "Nor wegian Wood") since norw matched Norwe

gian and then ad could no longer match Wood sin ce the first letter is needed to match

a word, and mustard .mid (could not match "Mean Mr. Mustard") , where the ' rn ' in

'mustard ' matched the 'M' in 'Mean' , leaving ' ustard' to match the rest.

• Altogether incorrect abbreviat ions, e.g. youvrlly.mid (the real song title is "You Really

Got a Hold on Me" , not "You've Reall y Go t a Hold on Me" , whi ch is a song by an other

band)

• Slang abbreviations (e.g. babyitsu.mid, allmyluv.mid, got2getu.mid)

• Extraneous songs, e.g. wanderlust.mid (Wanderlust is a Paul McCartney song from

aft er his Beatles days).

Note that wanderlust. mid lies on the boundary of short and long filenames. It can be

considered either , hence we consider it to be correc t ly classified as a short filename. That

is why we can confident ly say that all filen ames were correct ly classified as long or short:

there were no filenames that were clearly classified into the wrong category. mustard.mid is

an example of a name whi ch lies on t he boundar y but whi ch would perform better under

lon g name matching since it consists of a complet e word.

Of t he long names, 99 ou t of 226 (::::; 44%) were matched to the correct song title

(determ ined by manual review). Of the remaining 127 filenames, 126 were not matched to

any title, and 1 was matched to the wrong t it le (can.you. take. me. back.mid matched "Get

Back" - since "Get" is considered a common word , it was ignored during matc hing, whi ch

in t his case is unwise) .

It is counte r int uit ive that lon g names should match so much less often than short names,
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since t hey contai n more informa tion t ha t could aid in t he matching. Some of th e reasons

for this are:

• The longer the filena me, the more likely it is to cont ain a spelling mistake, e.g. halleli

juah. i.Jove.her.so .mid, hipy.hippy .shake.mid.

• Long filenam e matching is sensit ive to the tokenization scheme (e.g. irn.only.sleeping.rnid

did not match "I' m" in "I'm Only Sleeping" ).

• Extraneous songs, e.g. london.town .mid (a song by Paul McCartney and others from af-

ter his Beatles days), gotta.sing.gotta .dance.mid (an unreleased Beatles song), lady.jane.mid

(a song by the Rolling Stones - it might be in the collecti on by mistake, or perhaps

the Beatles int erpreted it at some point ).

4.1.2 Conclusion

Although t he name matching algorithms performed well for the most part (especially t he

short/ long filenam e classifier), they still need much improvement and specia lizat ion before

they can be implemented into a standalone software application to help organize MIDI file

collect ions, or be part of the comp ilat ion ph ase of a commercial-grade music search engine.

F irst and foremost they need to be ab le to make use of th e metadata within MIDI files

which, as discussed in sectio n 4 of App endi x A, may contain further information about the

song t it le, art ist and sequencer.

The ar tist name present / absent filenam e classifier would benefit from using the known

list of art ists from th e MusicBrainz datab ase to det ermine if a subst ring of a filename is

indeed an art ist name. It would also benefit from a word tokenizer to process filenames such

as depechemodestrangelove.mid. However these addit ions would great ly improve t he com

plexity of t he algorit hm and it would remain to be seen whether that increase in complexity

would be worth t he improvement in performance.

The art ist name matching algor it hm (Algorit hm 1) would benefit from similar additions,

and a lso from a few incremental improvements, such as pro cessing of special symbols such

as &, some level of spell-correcti on or spelling error toleran ce (perhaps using st ring edi t

distances), a mor e flexible tokenization scheme , and the ability to ignore accents in letters

(e.g. to recognize that a and a represen t t he same letter ).

The title matching algorithm (Algorithm 2) would improve if similar additions to th e

above two algorit hms were used (where t he list of Musi cBrainz track ti tles would be used
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in place of the artist list), and also a few more increm ental addit ions such as the ability to

conver t digits to their letter form (e.g. 42 ---+ for ty two), to test for common slang abbrevi

ations (e.g. u ---+ you, 4 ---+ for), a nd especially better handling of problem filenames such as

09norwod.mid , since they are fairl y common.

4.2 Melody recognition and cornparrson

4.2.1 User study

A user study was performed where memb ers of the Simon Fraser University community

were encouraged to submit selected recordings of their singing to allow for improvement of

t he system. One goal was to improve the melody recognition algorithm, since it originally

suffered from develop er bias. It was decided that collecting new recordings was a better

option than using existing voice query collections, such as those for the MIREX competi

tions, becau se of the specific requirements of our melody recogni tion algor it hm (having a

quiet room, keeping a consistent volume, et c.) Another goal was to evaluate the retrieval

performance.

The followin g points are interesting to note regarding the study:

• When the e-mail was sent out asking for parti cipants, within minutes over a dozen

people accessed the web site, only to leave soon after (our guess is that they did not

agree with the terms).

• A small number of people connected to the web site th at night and the next day.

• Only two people initially contributed recordings, and only one good recording each.

They may have been discouraged if the search engine did not find what they were

looking for.

• However as soon as people were persona lly requested to participate, results improved

dramatically. Participants often submitted exact ly what was needed.

The agreement that was used to collect the recordings is shown in Figure 4.3. To

summarize, it indicates that the purpose of the study is to improve our system and music

search engines in general, and that all recorded data would be released to the public dom ain

(to facilitate peer review) and that the par t icipant releases all his/her rights to t he data

submit ted.
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T han k yo u for you r in terest in nssi s ti ng with this stud y .

The p u r p oae o f t hi s s t udy to in ve s t i g .at. o pa rti ci pa nt s ' mu s ic al a b iliti es , p at i o nce , searc h ing ha b it s and mu s ic
interest s . T'h e i n formation c o l l e e r ed w il l a llow fo r t. h o i t u p ro v em e n t of t ho ~ l \ls i !:ite't.~ k sea rc h e ng-i n c i n parti cu la r an d
m us ic ee .vrc h e ng in ee in g r-n e r a.l by p rovid in g- e x p o ri rn e nt a l evi d ence to ei t her support or refu t e e x ist i ng th eo retical
a p p roech e a to M usi c fnfor m at io n Ret rieval.

T h e dat.a collected in th is st udy w ill be rele .aeod to the p u bl ic do mai n . T hi s is ne c e ss a ry to lend c re d ibili ty to
th e s t ud y (b y a l low ing ot h e r re se ar c he rs aro u nd the wo rld to !'e Vi l' \\' th e s t u dy) . a nd to c o nt ri b u t u t o t h e Mus ic
Info r matio n R o t ri e v a. l r c a c u r -c h co m m u n ity. For i n a tnu c e , ot he r r f>s~' ;L r c ht 'l" s c- o u l d cond uc t. th eir ow n e t u di e e wit h t he
c o lle c ted d a t u . Al t ho ug h ne ith e r n a m es nor o- mail a dd rosses a re c o llec ted , kee p in m ind that a n au d io re c or d ing
and / o r oc her co ll ec te d data co u ld b e used t o id e nti fy you .

B y pe rt.ici p a ti ng in t his sl udy :
- Y ou attf~l'iot t ha t yo u ar e a r egiet.e r -ed fu l l-t .irne st udent a t Si m on FI· a$' ~ J· Uni ve rsity, o r a m embe r of i t s fac u lty o r
s ta ff.
- Y o u agr e e t hat th e au d io re co rdi n ga a n d any o t he r d ata p rod u c ed by you w i ll b u r el ona c d t o th .... p u blic d om ain.
-Yo u r el uaeo a.1I ri gh ts t o t he d at.a co ll ect ed in this »t u ciy a nd rel e a ee m e , J avier T ha ine , o f a ll r ce po n s i bili t .y, le gal
o r o t .ho r wi s e , w it h rog n rcl t o th is dat.a ,

P a r t ic ipation in thi s st udy m ay be d isco n t inu ed a t an y t i m e by sim pl y fully sh u t t ing d ow n the we b brow se r you
are c u rre nt ly u sing.

Pl flas ,__ add rm';!"1 a ny conc e rns o r c o mp lai nts yo u may h a ve to D r . H al W e in b e r-g, Di rec tor. Offic e of R c s e e.r -ch E t.h ic a .
S F lJ . a t I " ~ , ] ,

Re su lt s o f t h is st udy can be ob tained by c onta.c t ing Jav ie r' T hain e . jth a in c reca .e fu. ca o r j t hai n c : hot ma. i l.com I...)

D o yo u full y ag ree wi t h t h e se term s? By c li c-king ye s a nd th en usin g th e e e u r c h en g in e . you a r e a g r e ci n g to
pa rt icipate .

Fi gure 4. 3: Agreement used to collect recordings from participants.
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The study instructions used to explain to users how they should sing and what songs

they should attempt are shown in Fi gure 4.4 . In sum mary, the requi rements for t he melody

recognition algorithm are bri efly state d , followed by practical notes on the op er ation of the

client applet, and a list of the songs to be su ng (three fixed and two leaving the user some

choice) . The user was as ked to submit each melody twi ce so that the data could be divided

into training and test sets . Beatles songs wer e chosen du e to t heir distinctive melodies and

popularity (hence making it more likely the participant s would do a good job of singing

them). Beatles songs often feature pr ominently in ot her QBH system s, pr obably for similar

reasons.

4.2.2 Results

Over the cour se of the study, 76 reco rdings were collected by 10 different people. T hese

wer e organized into training and test se ts for each person. For each recording with two or

more ver sions (e.g. tw o versions of the same passage of Eleanor Rigby by one person ), one

was randomly picked to go into the test set , and t he remaining went into the training set

for that per son , This resulted in 47 training recordi ngs, and 27 test recordings (another 2

were dis carded since they were very poor qu ality recordings) . The tra ining record ings were

then manually tried on Musiseek, one at a ti me, an d minor improvements were made to the
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P) c-a,:-.c s lo w ly w h iet .le me lo d ies o r s in g t h e m. u e.in g "T 'a ' a nd ' P a " sou nds o n ly (no "T a r-a ", for e xarn p le} . D o not. m ix
w h ia t .li rrg a n d ai n gi n n in on e rcco r-di ng T h e r o o m ar-ou n d you m ust b e very q u ie t . P I('a1'>~ ke e p you r mic ropho n e
awa y fr o m a n y t h in g n o i s y s u c h as c o mp u te r fan s . F i li a l ly , ple us e try to sin g in a c o n ai a t.c n t vo lu m e , P!t!,\ !',t;' recor d
b et.ween 10 a n d 20 not-es .

Th e b as ic o pe r a t io n i~ s im pl e. Pt-e-sa ' R e c o rd', sing or w h is t le up t o 15 sec o nd s , press 'S t o p', p re ss ' P lay ' t o re v ie w
yo u r r e c o r cli u z , an d ' Searc h ' wh e n yo u ar-e s a t is fi e d w it h i t .
·"·You r r e c o r.H n g is on ly au b m i t t ecl t o t h o s t u d y w h e n y o u clic k o n "Sea .rc h ' ..... .

T'h e m u s ic co llec t io n c on s is ts of 10 ,0 00 SOn H.~ 1 i ncl u d i ng m os t :-'Clll:".:-' liy t he Be a tl ee. If y o u d o no t k n ow on e o f th ese
s o n ga , no p ro b le m , pl ces.c m o ve o n to the n e xt one .

PI C i\~t! s u b m it each m e lody a t le as t t w ic e ( i t is im port a nt for co m p a r iso n pu r p oses).
PI ...a.~l· loo k For:
-T he Beat lee - E le a n o r R ig by
-T h e Beatles - H e y J ud c
-T he B e at.l e -, - Yell ow Su b m arin e
-At le ess t o ne o t her Bo. rt les so n g o f yo u r choice
-At l eas t; o n e o t he r so n g of y o u r choice by a ny (\ 1" 1b-L ( u n l i k e l y t o be fou nd b u t u se ful fo r th e st u d y )

T h ese in s tr u cti o n s c a n b e bro ug h t u p a g a in at a ny tim e by p rr -ssi ng th e 'St u d y l na t r u c t.ion a ' b u tto n .

T h a nk yo u ve ry m uc h for c on t r ibu tin g to t h e «t.u d y .

Figure 4.4: Instructions provided to participants of the study.
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melo dy recognition algorit hms to improve performance on th e training recordings, alt hough

it was not possible to make the system work for each recording.

The algorit hms finalized , we moved on to th e test set . We evaluated t he performance

only for Beatles queries, but we also learned from ot her recordings. The resul ts of manu ally

t rying each test recording on Musiseek were as shown in Figure 4.5 (t here were no test

recordings for persons 8 an d 10, an d no Beatles songs by person 7). By "t he query worked" ,

we mean t hat it worked perfectly, i.e. the top-rank ed result was t he song we were looking

for.

To summarize, 2 out of 7 people consistently produced recordings t hat would not fit t he

syste m' s expectat ions , one becaus e his voice was too noisy in the frequency spectrum for

our melod y recogni tion algorit hms to work wit h sufficient reliabil ity, and the other because

of an overconfident a mount of int erpreta tion in the singing, in t he form of ornam entation

and incorrect notes. 4 out of 7 people are abl e to produce singing within the expectat ions

of the system, but need to accustom themselves to two limit ations of t he system: (1) when

no results are returned, it usually means t hat th e query was to o restrictive, and the best

strategy is to remove notes from the end, one at a t ime, and to try t he search again at each

step , and (2) the result sought might not be in the first page of results - if one is confident

ab out one 's query, th en it is worth reviewing the first few pages of results. The last person

out of 7 did not provide enough recordings for a conclusion to be reached . T he results of

t he exp er iment with t he test set is fairly consistent with t he result s in t he tr ainin g phase, in

that th e people whose tr ainin g recordings would either occasionally or nearly always work
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Person 1: 1 query worked. 2 queries worked aft er the last 3 and the last 5
notes were removed , respecti vely. 1 query failed .

Person 2: None of the 4 Beatles queries worked due to consistent ly poor
melod y recogn it ion (his voice has a very noisy frequency spectrum) .

Person 3: None of the 3 Beatles queries worked. High level of ornamenta
tion/interpret ation in t he singing.

Person 4: 1 query worked. 1 query returned t he versions of t he song sought
starting on the second page (i.e . with rankings 17, 18, 19, 26, et c.)
1 query failed.

Person 5: 1 query worked. The 2 other Beatles queries failed. Several melodi es
were not very dist inc tive.

Person 6: 1 query worked. The other Beatles query failed.
Person 9: 1 query failed. Whistled , whereas all the ot hers sang.

Figure 4.5: Resul ts of Musiseek's processing of the test set queries .

also had test recordings which would produce occasional success.

4.2.3 Conclusion
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Our melod y recognition and comparison algorit hms are promising becau se the exper iments

show that there is an audi ence of users wit h sufficient patience and musical ability such

t ha t disti nctive, well-recalled melod ies can eas ily and quickly be found, eit her on the first

try or with a small amo unt of fur ther exper imentation/rev iew on the user 's part. In many

cases the algori thms were able to pick out the exact ma tch for the song sought out of t he

collect ion of 10,000 songs .

Much further develop ment is necessary before t his tech nology can be commercialized,

however. Alternative approaches to melody recognition may be needed for voices with very

noisy frequency spect rums, since our melody recognit ion algorithms implici tly assum e a

clean frequency spectrum wit h fairl y dist inc t (alt hough not obviously located) peaks. We

must be able to support rhythm infor mati on in melody comparison, since it would narrow

down results considerably, an d since the EMD would more easily account for ornamentat ions,

since t hey te nd to be of very short duration compared to t he main notes in a melod y. Also

dur ation is conside rably eas ier to accurately detect than pitch, an d we should leverage that.

We must also allow for mor e flexible handli ng of missing notes an d extraneous notes.

A wider -scale st udy would be requ ired to further underst and the wide variety of singing

ab ility and voice qua lit ies of different people, alt hough it is interest ing that t his small sample
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of people has already given us such vari ed recording properti es. There should als o be a way

to find out and then inform a user in a nice way when t heir singing will probably never work

with the search engine, either because of some rare property of their voice, or becau se they

can ' t help over-inte rpret ing .
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Conclusion

Our first assumpt ion, that users wit h basic musical training can understand the need to

sea rch for an "original-sounding" melody (i.e. th at searching for melodies that ar e too com

mon will not provide useful narrowing of results) , has been partially confirmed by the dat a

collected in the study, described in sect ion 4.2 .1. That is, despit e the vari ety in musical

abili ty among the participants who cont rib uted to the study, a significant proportion were

able to prod uce precise enough queries to obtain t he desired son gs. Therefore there exists

an audience for a search engine such as Musi seek , and the algorithms upholding it have

shown their pr actical meri t in t his regard.

We did not ga t her enough data to confirm or refute our second assumption, nam ely th at

it is a common occur rence for a person to remember enough information ab out a song to be

able to identify it uniquely, both including t he case where significant metadata is recalled,

and t he case where significant melod y and/or rhythm informati on but little or no met ad ata

are recall ed. However in sect ion 5.2 .2 we point to a recent publication[34] which addresses

precisely the problem of how much metadata is recall ed by users, and in what combinations.

'vVe be lieve this assumpt ion can be confirmed or refu ted by building on t he work of [34].

Our research has shown new inroad s in to the QBH task , but has posed many mor e new

quest ions t hat need to be address ed. We out line the most important ones in section 5.2.

However , we begin by summarizing the main cont ributions of our work .

87
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5.1 Main contributions

5.1.1 Name matching approach
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Overall, our name matching approach can deal with a wide range of non-standard filenames

and map them to reasonable song titles. It allows for flexibility in that the user has cont rol

over when to manually specify the locations of art ist, title, and other fields in a list of

filenames , and when to order the name matchin g to t ake over and determine the artist and

t it le automat ically. It handles filenames with complete titles and those with abbrevia ted

ti tles differently, grea t ly improving performan ce over a combined handling of all t it les, since

abbrevia te d titles have very particular (yet fairly predi ctable) syntax which warrants special

handling.

5.1.2 Melody recognition algorithm

Our melody recognition algorit hm has several important strengths. We have only observed

it to incorrectly segment notes when the recording instructions were not properly followed

(it is not hard to follow them, as reflected by the behaviour of the study participants).

Again, provided the instructions are followed (specifically, if the singing is not too quick ) ,

t he a lgor it hm is reliabl e (in that the large maj ority of notes are detected accurately to

within a semi tone, which is an acceptable error level for input to the melody comparison

algorit hm for long enough queries) at identifying which of the harmonics in the Discrete

Fourier Transform of a note are integer multiples of each other and hen ce represent th e

pit ch we are interested in (wi th the rare exception of hum an voices with noisy frequ ency

spectrums, described later in this chapter ). This technique filters out misl eading peaks in

the Fourier Tr ansform, where amplit ude alone is not accurate a t pinpointing the relevant

peaks. In fact, the corresponding harmonics in two different notes of th e same pitch sung by

the same person can have very different amplitudes . Finally, t he algorit hm is fast enough to

run on the client side (on a modern client machin e, such as a Pentium 4 computer) without

incurring a noticeable delay (it is seamless) . The fact that it can run on the client saves th e

time, memory, bandwidth and loss of privacy which would be required if the recordings had

to be sent to the server for recognition.
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5.1.3 Spatial Indexing used in conjunction with Vantage Object Indexing

We used our own te chni que, spat ia l indexing, to speed up Vantage Ob ject Ind exing, whereas

[27] uses B-trees . It remain s to be verified which performs best in pr acti ce. Spati al indexi ng

has the following st rengt hs, from pr actical to theoreti cal :

• In practice, it ca uses about a tenfold running time improvement when compared to

usin g Vantage Object Indexing alone.

• It is relatively simple to implement.

• It allows for significant memory sav ings (allowing for a larger number of songs to fit

in memory) since the spat ial index is much smaller than the vantage object index it

derives from .

• It is highly independent of the spat ial distribution of segments in the transportation

dist ance space of th e chose n vantage objec ts . That is , it does not mat t er if many

database segments have very similar dis t ances to any particular vantage object (which

was indeed commonly observed), since spatial ind exing divid es the ind ex into bins

containing equa l numbers of segments rath er than divi din g the dist an ce space into

bins of equ al length . Hence spatia l indexing helps to even out clumpings of segments

in t he tr an sporta tion dist an ce space.

5.2 Future work

5 .2.1 Near-term improvements

There ar e a few avenues which we have begun to exp lore and which we believe are essent ial

immedi ate next steps which must be taken to improve Musiseek and t he algorithms behind

it .

Use of rhythm information

Up to now we st udied pitch in isolat ion , to better und erst and what performance can be

gained from it s use alone. Although t hat approach migh t be useful to pursue fur th er, it

is essent ial to also take rhythm information into acco unt , since it would help d isam bigua te

many user searches, i.e. it would eliminate t he current problem of having results in th e first

page which sound nothing like the query because thei r rhy thm is radically differe nt from
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t he query's, even though their melodi es are similar. Furthermore there ar e songs where the

rhythm is more distinctive than the melod y. vVe propose two avenues for experiment at ion .

In corporating rhythm and m elody into the plane

T ypke [27] incorporates both melod y and rhythm in the two-dimensiona l representation

of a tune. He arrived empirically at a goo d ratio between note start times and durations

(horizontal axis) and note pitches (vertical axis).

Ma king rhythm and m elody independently scalable

Ano ther possibility is to treat melody and rhythm independently. A transportation dis

t ance could be used for both , and t he results could be weighted differently. This would

have several advantages. It would allow us to create one index for each, and then easily

experiment with different weights on rhythm and pitch without having to reindex t he whole

database on every at t empt . It would also make it easier for the system to ad apt (manu

ally or automatically) to users that are bet t er at pitch than rhythm or vice versa, again

without needing different indi ces for each different weighting of time and rhythm. Finally it

theoretically allows for totally different transporta tion distances and even indexing schemes

to be used for rhythm and for pitch. It would have one clear disadvantage, however : one

would lose the flexibility of having time and pitch interchangeable as they ar e when they

are combined on th e same plane. The possibili ties are t ruly endless if one considers that

one could also combine with weights schemes that combine t ime and pitch, that use t ime

alone, and that use pitch alone. Automatic exploration of these possibilities is a difficult

probl em , especially given limited comp utationa l resources, but one worth exploring .

Expansion of the music collection

Exp an sion of the music collection could help Musiseek become commercially viable while

encouraging further development of its un derlyi ng algorithms by, for example, including

music from different cultures, and of varying quali ty and completeness, which would ra ise

new theoreti cal and pract ical challenges. Gui tar tablature collect ions , musical incipit collec

t ions, and public domain sheet musi c collect ions are three important sources of music dat a

which we intend to add to our repertoi re . The MusicBr ainz datab ase should continue to

prove useful as a master reference for song metadata. vVe believe the collecti ons we should

examine furt her in the near term are music modules and sheet music collections.
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Music modules (explained in section 3 of Appendix B) a re an alternative to MIDI files.

Although not in the mainstream, they have a large enough fan base to warrant particular

a ttention. Sp ecifically, it would be inter esting to investigate whether this community of

fans is particularly mu sically savvy and would make good use of a QBH search engine.

Furthermore, to our kn owledge no QBH system addresses this community. This would

a lso solve the problem of organizing the collection, since the existing module ar chives are

ex tremely well organized , and song metadata is exte ns ively available.

On e interesting difficulty that ari ses is that , unlike MIDI files where there is an explicit

percussion track which we ignore when compiling the database of segments, there is no

direct way of knowing which channels ar e used for percussion in musi c modules. To further

complicate this matter, some modules al ternate use of a channel for both percussive and

harmonic ins truments (t his is in part du e to the sca rcity of channels in some early form ats ,

su ch as the Arniga Protracker MOD format supporting only 4 channels) . Hence a user

would normally need to listen to t he samples used to determine which instruments are

percussions. Artists often borrow samples from each ot her to create module files , so it is in

theory possible to create a repository of hand-annotated sample files indicating which are

percussions, pianos, flut es, etc. and then use a fingerprint ing technique to match them to

the module file we are an alyzing, thus covering a large majority of instruments. This would

be no small t ask, however, as there would be thousands of samples to review. Alternatively

some frequency an alysis of the samples might help reveal this information, but again this

is no easy task. So for a first generat ion module QBH system , we would probably not be

abl e to discard the percussions and would t hus have an extra meaningless "melody" whi ch

would lower the performance of the sys tem. An other problem is that , ag ain becau se of the

small number of channels in some module formats, a melody can alt ernate between channels

(although this can be traced by following t he instrument that is used for a melody).

Since t he fan community for music modules is relatively t ight ly-knit, it would be worth

while to perform a survey to determine t he interest level in such a specia l-p urpose QBH

system.
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As mentioned in section 1.3 .1, public domain online sheet music collect ions are rapidly

exp anding. They often cover works which are rare in MIDI format . Recent Optical Mu

sic Recognition (OMR) softw are such as Neuratron Photoscore Ultimate are effective at

convert ing shee t music from these sources into discrete events and t herefore MIDI files[12].

These collect ions are well organi zed in terms of t it le and composer information for each

piece. The chief difficulty involved would originate from the particular kinds of errors in

troduced by the OMR process. For exampl e, there could be missing notes or incorrectly

identified notes. For the most par t we expect t hese errors to resemble the errors mad e by

singing input to a QBH syste m, al though in this case the error could now be present both

in t he query and in the database, increasing the chances a match would not be found. How

ever other more significant errors are also possible: if certain instructions are missed in the

tran scription process, such as a Da Capo, then the st ruct ure of the song could be radically

altered even though large portions of the melody would rem ain intact. Thus it would be

necessar y to investi gate exact ly how often such errors occur and what impact t hey have on

re tri eval , and whether t he retri eval a lgor it hm needs to be consequently modified.

F inally we should try to obtain a large collection of KAR (Ka raoke) files, which are

simply MIDI files guaranteed to contain lyrics in t hem .

5.2.2 Avenues that might lead to improvement of search results

There are many avenu es of work we have parti ally explored or not yet started on that we

believe are wor th pursuing both to improve QBH algor it hms and to gain a better und er

standing of the human factors involved.

Study and incorporation of recent work

The main difficulty in designing a QBH system is adapt ing to t he needs of a wide vari ety

of users. User s can have very different expectat ions from the musi c collection , different

singing/whist ling styles and abilities, and make different mistakes or add different ornamen

tatio n to the music they sing - this is what makes t he t hree cent ral challenges of QBH as

hard as t hey are . There is recent work that warrants close at ten t ion beca use it stud ies the
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problem of ad apting to user need s. In [35], a QBH system is described which ad apts to user

singing akin to the manner speech recognition systems train on user speech. The system

sports a "t rainable note segmentation system, an easily parameterized singer error model

and a straight-forward genetic algorit hm ." Furthermore , it is claimed t hat performan ce

improves significant ly "given only te n example queries from a particular user. "

The types of metadata included by users asking for information ab out songs in the Google

Answers forum are analyzed in det ail in [34]. The four most commo n typ es of metad ata

provided (in t erms of the percentage of identification queries containing t hem, i.e. queries

where the goal is to pinpoint a particular song) were, in order , lyrics , dates, genres and art ist

names. This indi cates that , in our own work , we pr edict ed correctly that t hese are essential

fields. There was one surprising field, which occurred fairly oft en (in 15.4 % of queries): th e

story of the lyri cs, i.e. what the song talks ab ou t . T his opens the door for exploration of text

summarizat ion te chniques on lyri cs. In any event it is very useful to kno w which metad ata

types are most important to concentra te on and what can be expected from users.

Integration with other services

Sites such as iLike[36] and last.fm [37] provide massive amounts of listening stati stics, bot h

on indi vidual songs and artists, and on milli ons of indi vidual listeners. The sear ch results

of Musiseek could be custom ized for last.frn or iLike users based on their profil e data, and

on the network of neighbours and friends ar ound them by applying social network an alysis

methods. Art ist / t rack populari ty informat ion migh t improve th e ranking of search results

by listing popular results first, an d t ag data would pr ovide one more rnet ad ata field for

users to refine t heir searches . Links could be provided to pages on these sites containing

more information t han we can provide in our serv ice, including 30-second clip s of songs.

Last.fm recently signed a contract with MusicBrainz to integrate MusicBrainz data into

t heir service[38]. Such integr ation would facilit at e incorporation of last.fm met ad at a in

our MIDI file collection , which is already par tially matched to MusicBrainz tracks. Also ,

alt ho ugh Musiseek alr eady pres ents album covers from Amazon.com when links to them

are provided in t he MusicBrainz database information for a song, fuller integra t ion with

Am azon. com an d onli ne music st ores is worth explor ing.
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It might be fruitful to analyze t he MIDI collection to extract more st ruct ure from t he musical

data than simple sequences of notes. For example, key informa tion can be significant in

disti nguishing songs. An expert user might know t he key of the song sought , that is,

he or she would be able to enter it explicitly or at least to sing in t he exact key desired.

Alternatively key information could be used , in conjunct ion wit h other methods, to establish

a classificat ion of songs (for example in an attemp t to distinguish Western songs from those

of other cult ures) . In t he case when exp licit key information is absent (notably in a user

query, but also in many MIDI files) , there exist techniques to automat ica lly extract the key

from th e pitch data itself an d to segment a song into pieces in different keys , in the event

t hat key changes occur in the song[39]. A preli minary stat istica l analysis we performed on

our MIDI collection ind icates th at roughly 1/ 2 of MIDI files have key signature information.

In those files , if we count MIDI indicat ions of t he key signat ure of C, roughly 77% of all

MIDI notes follow t he indicated key signature (whereas t he random pro bability of a note

satisfying a given key sign at ure is 7/1 2 = 58%). However, if we exclude the key of C,

roughly 88% of t he notes follow the ind icated key signature . This ag rees with t he fact that

d isproportionate ly many MIDI files are indicated to be in the key of C. Indeed it appears

t hat C is t he defaul t key for many MID I files, possibly set by the sequenc ing software t hey

were creat ed in. Hence when t he song is in ind icated to be in the key of C, we would need

to dist rust this informat ion, and use a key detect ion mechanism such as t hat of [39].

Improvements to the interface

Alt hough singing as an input method has shown promising resul ts, fur th er work is needed

on developing altern at ive query input methods since not all users can be expected to sing

well or have good pitch.

Also, it would be useful III the melody recognition stage to be able to repor t to t he

user how goo d his/her pit ch or rhythm is. If too many pitches are detected to be halfway

between two semi to nes, t his could be indicated to the user. If the note durations are far

from being integer mul tipl es of each other , or simple fractions such as 5/8 , t hen the user

could be warned ab out it as well. Alternativel y the user could be given t he benefit of the

doubt and this would serve as a warn ing to t he melody recogn it ion system t hat it has made

a mistake.
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The user should be allowed to search for multiple queries at once (all of whi ch are to be

found in the same song). T his would be useful especially in the case where each query has

few no tes, in which case a single query would ret urn too many results und er our present

scheme. However this is also interesting because it would force us to stretch the technique

to t he limi t: what if the user ente rs one query with bad pitch, an other with bad rhythm ,

and an other with missing notes?

Finally, t here is interesting work on MIDI to audio synchronization [40], i.e. identifyin g

the locations in t ime in an audio recording that match the note onsets of a MIDI file of th e

same musical piece. Our system al read y determines which note in a MIDI file corresponds

to the first note in th e user's query, so the next logical st ep, if Musiseek is to be integrated

with online music stores, is to use this technology to locate the point in time in an audio

recording of t he piece that the match to the user query begins.

Exploring the similarity between note segmentation and frequency detection

It is interest ing to note that the principal difficulties in note segmentation and in frequ ency

detecti on are the same. Detecting wher e a "lake" or "mountain" begins and ends in a one

dim ensional signa l (see F igures 5.1 and 5.2) (in one case an amplit ude as a function of t ime

signal, a nd in the other an amplit ude as a functi on of frequency signal), visually speaking,

is exact ly th e problem of note segmentation and peak region segmentation in the FFT. For

note segmentation we are essent ially done when these lakes are detected. For frequ ency

detecti on, further processing is necessary, as we have seen in section 3.2 .2.

In our algorithms we have deal t wit h the issue in a very practical manner. For note

segmentation, we note that a "Ta" soun d has a sharp rise in amplit ude when t he "T" is

pro perly enunciated, followed by a relatively slow decline in amplitude . Indeed notes achieve

their maximum am plit ude very quickly, and that maximum amplitude can be sustained for

a shor t or a long t ime, but once th e amp lit ude drops significant ly, it doesn 't rise again. If

it does , t hat almos t certainly indicates a new note.

Theoretically, however , one possibl e bette r way to find a lake is the following: imagine at

the center of t he lake , you release some liquid at a constant rate . When it reaches t he ends

of t he lake, t he liquid will encounter bot tlenecks and its speed will be reduced (increasing

t he press ure inside). Thus we know we are in a lake. On th e ot her hand , if we st ar t filling

out side a lake, we can recognize th at it 's not a lake by t he fact that the liquid encounters

no bottlenecks (if anything , it encounters neighboring lakes). Lakes also have a minimum
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Figure 5.1: Lakes in a n audio signal

Figure 5.2: Mountains in a frequency plot
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length and must be separated from each other by some minimum distan ce (not necessarily

large) . Two lakes are separated from eac h other if t here is a significant drop in amplit ude

betw een them. The question is, how does one formulate a reliable and efficient algorithm

that does this?

Further study of the relationship between note segmentat ion and frequency detection is

warran ted because they might be able to employ a common solution.
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The MIDI standard

A.I Definition

MIDI is an acronym for Musical Instrument Digital Interface (interface as in protocol). It

is a communications protocol for synthesizers to talk to each other and to computers. It

is capable of capturing a musical performance in considerable detail. In a nutshell: "The

MIDI standard was invented to capture the gestures of a keyboard player." [22]

A.2 History and reasons for invention

By the early 1980s, the electronic synthesizer had gained considerable popularity among

musicians as well as recognition as a legitimate musical instrument. New synthesis methods

were pushing the envelope (no pun intended) of this technology, enhancing its popular

ity. Musicians were frustrated, however, when they needed to layer different melodies or

sounds. They only had two hands, and short of recording the different layers in a multi

track recording studio, there was no easy way to achieve this such that it could be done in

live performances, for example. To address this problem, synthesizer manufacturers, led by

Roland and Sequential Circuits, collaborated to design a standard which allowed a melody

recorded on one keyboard to be played on another, as well as on a personal computer. This

endeavor developed into the MIDI standard, which was first demonstrated at the first North

American Music Manufacturers show in 1983.

An important distinction must be made: so far we have talked about the MIDI protocol,

97
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which is essentially a set of commands that can be used to instruct a synthesizer to play

music in a particular way. However if one wishes to store a sequence of MIDI commands for

future use, one must define a file format to save it to disk. This format is the Standard MIDI

File (or SMF). The SMF comes in a few flavors (described later in this text), which for our

purposes we collectively refer to as MIDI files. MIDI files are little more than sequences of

MIDI commands encapsulated in a form for easy storage and retrieval.

Note that a sequencer can refer to two things: the software that records MIDI for the

purpose of creating MIDI files, or the person that performs a piece or enters the notes for

the creation of these MIDI files.

A.3 MIDI Collections

MIDI files were available for download free of charge before the widespread adoption of

the World Wide Web. One of the earliest popular collections was that hosted by Utrecht

University[41] (still partially online as of November 2007), where in many cases MIDI files

came with accompanying descriptions in text format. The filenames of the MIDI files are

in the MS-DOS 8.3 format (8 characters for the name, 3 for the file extension), since at the

time MS-DOS was a popular platform for the creation of MIDI files.

Well-organized free collections

Online MIDI collections are in some cases well-organized, that is, they are classified by artist

and contain proper artist and title information for each song. Example medium to large

collections can be found at:

• http://wvw.mididb.com/

This web site is neatly organized by genre and artist. Over 7000 MIDI files are available

for individual download (no option is provided for mass download of the collection,

short of crawling the web site) .

• http://www.freemidi.org/

Over 11,000 MIDI files well organized by genre and artist are available here, again,

for individual download only.
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• http://www.classicalmusicmidipage.com/

This web site contains 670 MIDI files by 19 classical composers performed by 61

sequencers.

Many more such collections have disappeared, probably due both to copyright issues

as well as to the large bandwidth these web sites required due to their popularity. It is

important to note that MIDI web collections, particularly the larger ones, generally make

no guarantees with regard to copyright. In some cases it is clear the MIDI site owners do not

wish to be tracked down to be held accountable for their copyright violations. For example,

at http://www . freemidi . org, the "About Us" page simply states: "We are a website that

has free midi songs to download."

Poorly organized free collections

It is possible to sporadically find, on peer-to-peer networks, huge MIDI collections contained

in a single archive, in some cases containing as many as 90,000 MIDI files. However these

tend to be poorly organized as they draw from many disparate sources, many of which

contain files using MS-DOS 8.3 filenames without accompanying description files. Hence

finishing the task of organizing the collection is left to us. We explain what is meant by

organizing the collection in section 1.3.3.

High-quality online MIDI vendors

By the far the best-organized MIDI collections are, naturally enough, paid. Notable exam

ples are:

• http://www.classicalarchives.com

This is by far the largest and best-organized collection of classical MIDI files on the

web. 18,000 MIDI files by 1000 composers are available, containing detailed informa

tion on the composer, sequencer and piece, including the durations of pieces. The full

collection for each composer can be downloaded as a single compressed archive. The

fee for individual access to the collection is 25 dollars a year for access to 1000 files a

month, and the license terms state "All files are to be used for the personal enjoyment

of the subscriber and his or her family and are not to be shared or distributed in any

way." The license terms for academic institutions are similar.
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• http://www.hoofjaw.com

This collection is worth mentioning because it offers professionally sequenced MIDI

files, i.e. it distinguishes itself from free MIDI file collections in that it claims that the

latter have no guarantee as to their quality and licensing, whereas any file downloaded

from their web site has its copyright respected and royalties paid. However each MIDI

file costs 10 dollars to download - rather steep if one wishes to collect a large collection

of MIDI files.

A.4 Overview of the MIDI File format

It is valuable to consider some details of MIDI encoding to understand its strengths and

limitations in terms of expressiveness.

A MIDI file is structured as follows. [33J The file begins with a header block of fixed size,

starting with the four ASCII characters MThd. This header block contains information on

timing, the number of track blocks found in the file, and in the case of multiple tracks,

how the tracks are to be played back (synchronously, i.e. all starting at the same time, or

asynchronously) .

The header block is followed by the track blocks. Each track block starts with the four

ASCII characters MTrk followed by a fixed-size header specifying the length of the track

block.

A track block contains MIDI events. These are encoded in the same way as MIDI

events transferred between synthesizers, with the addition that the time delay between the

execution of two events is also included. The need for this is clear: a synthesizer can simply

wait until the proper time to send an event, and send it for immediate execution on another

synthesizer. The timing information in that case is implicit. In a file, however, the timing

information must be included explicitly for the performance to be repeated, since as we shall

see note and silence events do not carry information on their durations.

Each MIDI event consists of three parts: the command, the channel number, and the

parameters specific to that command.

The channel number can range from 0 to 15. A MIDI channel represents a voice, in other

words a sequence which is simultaneous to the others. Thus, a maximum of 16 different

instruments can be playing simultaneously in MIDI. Channel 10 is reserved for percussions.

The available MIDI commands, which align with common commands on a synthesizer,
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are the following:

• Note on (a key is pressed)

• Note off (a key is released)

• Program (patch) change

• Key after-touch

• Control Change

• Channel after-touch

• Pitch wheel change
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Note on and note off commands take two parameters: the note number (from 0 to 127)

and the velocity with which the command is to be applied (which essentially measures how

hard the key was pressed, and hence how loud it should sound).

MIDI notes are numbered from 0 to 127 where middle C is 60, C# above middle C is

61, D is 62 and so on. Thus MIDI music can span nearly 11 octaves. The exception to this

notation is if a note is played on channel 10 (percussions): in this case note numbers 35 to

81 refer to different percussive instruments (Bass Drums, Triangles, etc.).

The program or patch change command, in lay terms, changes the instrument used for

playback on that channel. The General MIDI 1 standard implements 128 standardized

instruments which are commonly found on electronic synthesizers (e.g. common ones such

as Acoustic Piano and Harmonica, and esoteric ones such as Seashore and Gunshot sound

effects).

In addition to the note commands described above, there are commands which indicate

metadata. These are called meta-events, and for the most part would be ignored when

sending MIDI data to a synthesizer. The parameters to a meta-event are the length of the

data, followed by the data itself. Meta-events are reserved for both numerical and text data.

Numerical meta-events are:

• Track sequence numbers

• Tempo

• Time signature

• Key signature

• End of track marker (this event must be present at the end of each track)

• Sequencer specific information (arbitrary data)
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Text meta-events are classified by the meaning assigned to them:

• Copyright information

• Sequence or track name

• Track instrument name

• Lyric

• Marker

• Cue point

• Arbitrary text (no explicit meaning assigned)
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Ideally these text meta-events would be used consistently in all MIDI files. We would

then have reliable information on copyrights, song names, instruments, lyrics all crucial

bits of information needed for a music search engine. Unfortunately sequencers often do

not fill in these fields and we are left to find this information elsewhere (from the filename,

or the link text and surrounding text in the Web page the MIDI file was downloaded from,

or from an accompanying text file with the same name as the MIDI file). The reason

the instrument information would be useful is that the General MIDI 1 standard does not

provide numbers for all relevant instruments. The most notable omission is human voice:

we have no explicit way of knowing which instrument is being used to represent singing

(often it's a flute, but not always and flutes are often part of a performance as well). In

this manner MIDI instruments generally but not always correspond to the instrument used

to play the corresponding part in a live performance.

Similarly lyrics are woefully lacking from most MIDI files that is why we must resort

to dedicated lyrics collections to obtain that information. The exception to this are KAR

files, which are MIDI files that are slightly different and are designed for use with Karaoke

programs. Clearly since that is their purpose, they contain complete lyrics.
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Alternatives to MIDI

In this appendix, we discuss a few important alternatives to MIDI for the representation of

event-based music on personal computers (as opposed to music on synthesizers, for which

MIDI was originally designed). We adopt a historical approach.

In the 1980s and early 1990s, personal computers did not have the widespread ability

they do today to store and play back large quantities of CD-quality digital audio. Instead,

musicians who made computer music for games and multimedia products usually resorted

to any of a number of music synthesis technologies, of which MIDI was an important one

but only one among many. We mention a few of them to point out their similarities with

MIDI and in some cases considerable differences.

B.1 Sound Interface Device (SID)

In the early 1980s, a line of personal computers produced by Commodore Business Machines,

most notably the bestselling Commodore 64, came with a music synthesis chip called the

SID (Sound Interface Device). The SID was on the one hand minimalist, as it could only

produce a very narrow range of sounds (rectangular waves, triangular waves, and the like),

but on the other hand very powerful, as it could be programmed to combine these sounds in

countless combinations and configurations, limited by the imagination and technical skill of

the composer. This is possible because, unlike MIDI synthesizers which are based on playing

individual notes with particular timbres, the SID chip resembles more an ordinary central

processing unit (CPU), in that it contains an instruction set to manipulate sound waves.

Thus when writing a melody for the SID chip, one is really writing a program, rather than
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inputting the equivalent of sheet music. The SID instruction set is so flexible that some

used it even to synthesize voice (with very low quality by today's standards, but impressive

at a time when digital audio sound cards for PCs were not yet available). This technology

opened such an untapped reservoir of creativity that the premier collection of SID music

online today, the High Voltage SID Collection (HVSC) - self-proclaimed as the "largest and

most accurate computer music collection known," contains over 32,000 pieces.

B.2 Derivatives of MIDI

A myriad of MIDI clone formats appeared in the late 1980s and early 1990s, closely related to

MIDI and tailored to the particular needs and abilities of different sound cards and different

software and games. One example of these was the Creative Music Format (CMF), which

was used in computer games in the early 1990s, and was designed by Creative Labs for use

with their Sound Blaster line of cards to take full advantage of the OPL (FM Operator

Type-L) synthesis chips included on them (manufactured by Yamaha corporation). The

term FM stands for Frequency Modulation synthesis, which is a particular technique to

synthesize music (another sound card that used the very same Yamaha technology was the

AdLib, which was produced by AdLib, Inc. from 1987 to 1992, and to which the Sound

Blaster was made compatible, owing to the former's great popularity). The crucial difference

from MIDI is that CMF and other formats geared specifically towards FM synthesis stored

information on the timbre of the musical instrument in the music file itself. Thus musicians

could design musical instruments with very specific and precisely reproducible timbres, and

package them along with the songs they composed, while being able to compose with the

simplicity of MIDI, as opposed to the skill required for SID chip programming, for example.

Although the timbre design is limited (basically one can vary several qualities of timbre such

as tremolo or vibrato), it allowed for a rich-sounding musical experience that immensely

added to computer games' mystery and appeal. Appealing to game programmers was the

fact that very little CPU cycles were consumed by it, since the synthesis was done on the

OPL chip, this at a time when CPU power was very limited and precious to run the game

engine.
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B.3 Music modules
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Following the same paradigm shift where musicians could program their own instruments,

in the late 1980s a new music format appeared that first originated on the Amiga platform

and subsequently became very popular on the MS-DOS platform. These new music files

were referred to as music modules, or MOD files.

MOD files allowed musicians to bypass having to understand and fiddle with the prop

erties of FM synthesis chips, and to create whichever instruments they pleased as digital

audio recordings. That is, an instrument would consist of a recording of one note played

on a real instrument (or any other sound of short duration), together with optional effects

to be applied to that sound (such as looping the last quarter of a second of a recording

to create the impression of a sustained note). To be precise, the recorded digital audio for

an instrument is known as a sample, and a sample together with additional properties and

settings designed to affect how it is played back is known as an instrument. An instrument

would then automatically be transposed by the player software to produce different pitches.

In some cases, it is possible to include more than one recording of a sample (at different

pitches), since transposing a recorded sample by several octaves up or down has several dis

advantages: an instrument can only be slowed down so much before its sampling rate causes

too much quality to be lost, it is unnatural since in reality instruments do not sound slower

or faster at different pitches (MOD file players simple reduce/increase the sampling rate

of a sample, thus affecting both pitch and speed simultaneously), and finally notes several

octaves apart played on real instruments do not sound simply like perfect transpositions of

one another. Instead, the physical properties of real-world instruments are such that the

timbre often varies across octaves.

The most popular variants of the MOD (ProTracker) format are the S3M (Scream

Tracker), XM (FastTracker) and IT (Impulse Tracker) formats. These formats were intro

duced by the respective programs created for musicians to compose the modules in. The

programs are called trackers because each music module consists of several parallel tracks

which play simultaneously (similar to MIDI channels, but not exactly since a MIDI channel

can have chords while a module track can only have a single note playing at one time). The

original Amiga MOD format had 4 tracks, meaning it could play up to 4 notes simultane

ously. The S3M format allows up to 32 tracks. The XM format also allows up to 32 tracks,

as well as for longer and higher-quality digital samples. The difference in quality between a
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well-crafted MOD or S3M file and a well-crafted XM file is often noticeable on the basis of

the higher quality samples in XM files, resulting in a smoother sound.

MOD files became popular in the early 1990s among computer game companies when

the increased computing power of the 32-bit Intel 80386 CPU (with AMD manufacturing a

compatible product) had become widespread. This CPU was the first powerful enough to

simultaneously handle both intense 2-D graphics rendering and the playback of music based

on digital audio samples. The popularity of MOD files continued into the mid 1990s, when

the widespread 80486 and Pentium processors were powerful enough to handle 3-D graphics

rendering and module playback simultaneously. However their popularity faded among game

manufacturers in the late 1990s as they essentially turned to including recorded CD-quality

digital audio with their games, which on the one hand allowed them to break free of all

restrictions previously set by music formats, but on the other contributed to the slowdown

of an art form that had its roots in the early 1980s.

Today, one of the largest repositories of music modules on the Web is the MOD Archive

(started in 1996), comprising 120,000 pieces[42].

B.4 Use by musicians

It is important to note that the SID, CMF, MOD and related formats were by far most of

the time used to create original pieces, both by professional and amateur musicians. It is

only the MIDI format (and its direct derivative, the KAR format) that became popular to

encode existing music known to the general public. The other music formats, popular as they

were (evident by the number of original compositions they inspired), were niche formats and

the compositions made with them never achieved widespread popularity among the general

public. MIDI is, after all, the standard known by musicians at large.

B.5 Conclusion

It would be relatively straightforward to add CMF and MOD files to a music search engine

that can handle MIDI files, since they represent note events just as MIDI files do. It would

not be so simple to create a searchable index of SID files, since they represent programs

instead of events. There exists at least one tool that attempts to convert SID programs into

MIDI files[43], although the MIDI files resulting from its use tend to be large and complex.



Appendix C

Melody recognition algorithms

Input: array [requencu:o].peak of the same size as arrays start and end, array
magn...of.peak with the FFT magnitude for each peak in [requencsj.o] .peak

Output: MIDI pitch p (not rounded to an integer)
if I[requencu.o] .peakI = 1 then
If+- frequency_of_peak(l); /* Only one choice for the fundamental. */

else
harmonics +- InitialGuessForHarmonics(frequency...of_peak) ;
harmonics +- RemoveDuplicateHarmonics(harmonics) ;
harmonics +-

ConfirmFundamental(frequency_of.peak, magn...of.peak, harmonics) ;
/* The final fundamental frequency f is calculated as the weighted

average of all the harmonic frequencies. */
f +- 0;
total.harmonics.used +- 0 ;
for i +- 1 to IharmonicsI do

if harmonics(i) f- -1 then

I

f +- f + frequency_of _pe;k(harmonics(i)) ;

totol.harmonice.used +- total.harmonics.used + 1
end

end

f +- f
total-harmonics_used

end

p +- 69 + 121og2 :&0
Algorithm 13: Pitch
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Input: array s of 16-bit samples for a single sung/whistled note (monophonic
recording, 44100 Hz sampling rate)

Output: array re (the real part of the FFT of s), arrays start and end of peak
region start and end locations in re

108

n+-O ;
min.peak.reqion.letiqtli +- 2 ;
min_distance_between_peak_regions +- 1 ;
len +- 2m

: 2m :S lsi < 2m +1
; /* Input length to FFT must be a power of 2 */

len +- len/2 ; /* To skip the initial attack and the end of the note */
re(l...len) +- s(flsl-;lenl ... llsl~lenJ) ; /* Copy the middle len samples */
im(l...len) +- 0 ;
(re, im) +- FFT((re, im), 74-dB 4-sample Blackman-Harris window function) ;
discard frequencies < 80 Hz and > 4000 Hz in (re, im) ;
/* Assume no singing/whistling outside that range */
max +- max(lre(l)l, Ire(2)I, ..., Ire(len) I) ;
avg +- l/lenL~~llre(i)1 ;
miti.peak.reqion.umplitude +- 4 . avg ;
inside.a.ipeak.reqion +- false;
for i +- 1 to len do

magnitude +- Ire(i) I ;
if inside.a.peak.reqioii = false then

if magnitude> miii.peak.reqion.amplitude then
inside.a.peak.reqioti +- true;
if n = 0 OR i - end(n) > min_distance_between_peaLregians then

I
start(n + 1) +- i ; /* New peak region */
nuuc.maqnitude.of .current.peak.reqion +- magnitude

else
In+- n - 1 ; /* Not done processing previous peak region */

end
end

else
if magnitude> max.maqnitude:o].current.peok.reqion then
I max.maqnitude:o].current.peak.reqioti +- magnitude

else if magnitude < max.maqnitude.o].current.peak.reqionfb then
inside.a.peak.reqion +- false;
end(n + 1) +- i ;
if max.maqnitude.o] .curreni.peak.requm > max/20 AND
end(n + 1) - start(n + 1) 2: miti.peak.reqioti.lenqth. then n +- n + 1

end
end

end

Algorithm 14: PeakRegions
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Input: array re (the real part of the FFT of the voice recording of a single note),
arrays start and end of peak region start/end locations in re

Output: array [requencij.o].peak of the same size as arrays start and end, array
magn...of.peak with the FFT magnitude for each peak in
[requencu.o] .peak

for i +--- 1 to Istartl do
max +--- -00 ; /* Find the dominant frequency for each peak region. */
for j +--- start( i) to end( i) do
I if Ire(j)1 > max then max +---lre(j)1 ; frequency_of-peak(i) +--- 4fr1el Oj

end
magn...of_peak(i) +--- max

end

Algorithm 15: DominantFrequencies

Input: array harmonics with the peak number corresponding to each harmonic,
array error.for.harmonic indicating how good each choice of harmonic is

Output: modified array harmonics with one out of each pair of duplicates set to -1
for i +--- 1 to Iharmonics I - 1 do

for j +--- i + 1 to Iharmonics I do
if harmonics(i) = harmonics(j) then

/* Retain peak with least error w.r.t. the fundamental. */
if error-for.harmonici i) < error-for-harmonic(j) then
I harmonics(j) +--- -1

else
I harmonics (i) +--- -1

end
end

end
end

Algorithm 16: RemoveDuplicateHarmonics
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Input: array [requencu:o].peak containing the dominant frequency for each peak
region from the audio recording's FFT for a single sung/whistled note

Output: array bestoueroll.choice.o]_mth.harmonic containing the index in
[requencu.o].peak of each harmonic (starting with the fundamental),
array error-for.best.ooerali.choice.o]_mth.harmonic indicating how close
each choice of m th harmonic is from being exactly the m th harmonic

n f- \frequency_of.peak:I ;
lowesLcombined...error.ouer.harmonics f- 00 ;

for if-I to n - 1 do
II f- frequency_of_peak(i); 1* We'll check if it's the fundamental. *1
1* Start by counting how many peaks seem to be harmonics of fl: *1
for tium.harmonics.of -II f- (n - i) to 1 do

comb.err.ou.harmonics f- 1; 1* Will be multiplied (hence -I- 0). *1
for m f- 2 to num.harmonics.o]-II do

error.for .best.snatchsjor_mth.harmonic.o]-fl (m) f- 00 ;

1* Find peak most likely to be the mth harmonic of II: *1
for j f- i + 1 to n do

h f- frequency;;:f_peak(j) ; 1* Measure how close peak j is *1

error f- 11 - *1 ; 1* to being the m th harmonic of II. *1
if error < error.for.best.snaicli.for _mth.harmonic.o]-II (m) then

I
error-for.besi.snaichcfor _mth.harmonic.o]-1I(m) f- error;
best..match_for-mth_harmonic-.Of_lI(m) f- j

end
end
comb.err.ou.harmonics f- comb.err.ou.harmonics . (1 +
error-for.best.rnaichcfor _mth.harmonic.o]-II (m))

end
comb.err.ou.harmonics f- num_hormonicS_of-f{!comb_err.ou.harmonics ;

if comb.err.ou.harmonics < lowesLcombined...error .ouer.harmonics then
louiesi.combinetl.error.ouer.harmonics f- comb.err .ou.harmonics ;
1* Recall that the fundamental is the first harmonic. *1
best.ouerolt.ctioice.o]_mth_harmonic(l) f- i ;
best.overoll.choice.o]_mthJwrmonic(2 num.harrrumics.o]-II) f-

best.match.for _mth.harrnonic.o]-II (2 num.harmonics.o]-II) ;
error-for.best.oueroll.choice.o]_mth_harmonic(2 num.harrnonics.o]-II) f-

error-for.besi.matcli.for _mth.harmonic.o]-fl (2 numharmonics.o]-II)
end

end
end

Algorithm 17: InitialGuessForHarmonics
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Input: array [requencu.ofspeak with the dominant frequency for each peak region from the
FFT for a single sung/whistled note, array maqn.o].peak with the FFT magnitude
for each [requencij.o] .peak: item, array harmonics with the current best guess for
the fundamental and higher harmonics

Output: revised array harmonics
n <c- I[requencu.o]_peakl ;
in.dex.o]_fundamental <c- harmonics(l) ;
f <c- [requencu.o j speakiiridex..o]_fundamental) ;
/* Look for a peak with frequency ~ i,f,f or f, in that order. */
for i <c- 5 to 2 do

found_peak_with_frequency_f .ouer.i <c- false;
for j <c- 1 to index:o]-fundamental - 1 do

if 11 - i'frequency_of _peak(j) I < 0.1 AND . magn_of _peak(j) > 0.2 then
f max(magn_of_peak(k),k-l...n)

[ourui.peak..unth.sfrequencu.]_over .i <c- true;
index.ofcjundamentol <c- j ;
f <c- [requencu:o] .peokiindex.o]_fundamental)
exit loop

end
end
if found_peak_with_frequency_f _over.i = true then

loioest.comb.error _over.harmonics <c- 00 ;

erase array harmonics ;
for tium.harmonics.o]-f <c- (n - index.o]_fundamental) to 1 do

comb.err .ou.harmonics <c- 1 ;
for m <c- 2 to num.harmonics.o]-f do

error.for .best.rnatch.ifor .m'".harmonic.o]-f <c- 00 ;

for j <c- index.o]-fundamental + 1 to n do
12 <c- frequency;;:f _peak(j) error <c- 11 -11 ;
if error < error.for .best.rnatcli.for _mt h .harmonic.o]-f then

I
error.for .best.rnaicli.for _mt h .harmonic.o]-f <c- error;
best.rnaich..for _mt h .harttumic.o]-f(m) <c- j

end
end
comb.err.ou.harmonics <c-

comb.err .ou.harrnonics- (1+ error.for .best.matchcfor _mt h .hormonic.ofcfi
end
comb.err .ou.horinonics <c- nnm_lwnnonics_of-{/cornb_err .ou.harmonics ;
if comb.err .oo.harmonics < Louiest.comb.error .ouer.harmonics then

louiest.comb.error _over.harmonics <c- comb.err .ou.harmonics ;
harmonics(l) <c- index_of_fundamental ;
harmonics(2 ...tium.hartnonics.o] -1) <c-

besLmatch-for_mt h .harmoriic.o]_f(2 ...tium.harmonics.oj sfv
end

end
exit loop

end
end

Algorithm 18: ConfirmFundamental
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